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ESSAYS ON RETAIL PRICING
ABSTRACT
Most empirical literature on Walmart Supercenters quantifies the price effect of
Supercenter entries using lower frequency data (annual or monthly) and does not take
into account finer geographical detail of retail markets experiencing Walmart entries.
There is also very little empirical research on quantifying the impact of secondary entries
by Walmart Supercenters in retail markets. We fill this gap by quantifying the price effect
of secondary Supercenter entries into a specific retail market: Columbia, Missouri. We
make use of hand-collected weekly price data spanning four time periods from 2006 to
2008 and do not find any evidence of negative price effect either in immediate term or in
medium term following the opening of the two Walmart Supercenters in Columbia,
Missouri. This result holds for all types of products and for grocery stores of all sizes.
There is a dearth of economic literature that quantifies price pass-through
following minimum-wage changes. We fill this gap by using a dataset of U.S minimumwage histories from 1993-2012 along with micro-level price data on specific food
products in the fast-food industry during the same time period. We find evidence that
minimum-wage increases are associated with statistically significant increases in fastfood prices. However, we also find evidence that minimum-wage hikes are in fact
endogenous to prevailing costs of living and correlated with the error term. This
endogeniety bias suggests that that actual minimum-wage price elasticity may be much
smaller than as estimated in earlier empirical literature on the subject.

ix

Chapter 1: Price Effects of Walmart
Supercenters: A Literature Review
1. Introduction
The rapid entry and domination by Walmart of food retail markets through its
Supercenter format is the most significant shock to the supermarket industry in recent
decades. In models of imperfect competition, an entry by a low-cost competitor such as
Walmart Supercenter may shift an incumbent firm’s demand curve inwards. This shift in
residual demand may lead to an increase, to no change, or to a decrease in prices
depending on shape and rotation of residual demand curve and cost structure of
incumbent firm. Since theory does not predict an unambiguous increase or decrease in
prices following entry by a low-cost competitor, the effect of Walmart Supercenter
entries on competitors’ prices is an empirical question.
This literature review looks at the price effects of entries by Walmart
Supercenters in retail markets and determines whether a systematic pattern of price
competition emerges in past research on the subject. Empirical research on the subject
isolates the price effects of Supercenter entries using varying research methodologies and
price datasets. We highlight these differences and determine that there is a significant
negative effect of Walmart’s entry on competitors’ prices that is in the range of 0-3%. As
there is no empirical evidence of price increases in the aftermath of Walmart’s entry, we
conclude that the displacement effect from Walmart’s entry is much weaker than its
competitive effect on prices.
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This chapter is organized as follows. The next section provides information on
Walmart’s history and recent growth in the retail format. In the third section, we discuss
the theoretical foundations. The fourth section discusses empirical studies on price effects
of entries by Walmart Supercenters. The fifth section provides a discussion on results and
the sixth section highlights the effects of Walmart Discount Stores on supermarket prices.
The seventh section presents evidence from other markets and the last section concludes
by providing a motivation for the dissertation topic.

2. Background on Walmart
The first Walmart opened in Rogers, Arkansas in 1962 and steadily expanded its reach to
surrounding states. This outward expansion gained momentum when Walmart went
public in 1972 and the availability of new capital allowed the company to expand its
outreach to 11 states by the end of seventies (Walmart, 2012). Walmart continued to
grow rapidly in the eighties and by 1988 it had 1198 stores with sales of $15.9 billion. In
the same year, Walmart Corporation officially entered the food retailing market with the
opening of the first Walmart Supercenter in Washington, Missouri, which included a
complete grocery store and 36 departments of general merchandise (Walmart, 1988).
Over the years, Supercenters have ranged in sizes from 98,000 square feet to 261,000
square feet and have emulated the outward expansion of earlier Walmart Discount Stores
(Walmart, 2011).
The outward expansion around Walmart’s headquarters in Bentonville, Arkansas is
exhibited in Basker (2005) for Discount Stores and in Basker and Noel (2009) for
Supercenters in the form of a series of maps spanning the last three decades that show
increased concentration of Walmarts in the Midwest and the Northeast while expanding
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steadily on the West Coast. By 2011, this outward expansion had already resulted in
Supercenters entering the food retail market in every state except Hawaii and Vermont
(Walmart, 2011). This rapid foray into the food retail market allowed Walmart to replace
Kroger Corporation in 2003 as the leading food retailer in the United States (Progressive
Grocer, 2004). In comparison, in 1999 Walmart was ranked only as the fifth largest food
retailer in the U.S. (Progressive Grocer, 1999). This rapid domination by Walmart of
food retail markets gives rise to various questions concerning Walmart’s effects on local
labor markets, on local economic growth, on quality of retail products, on sales
expenditures and on prices. However, the primary focus of this literature review is on
price effects of Supercenter entries on competing grocery stores.

3. Theoretical Foundations
In models of imperfect competition, a firm’s demand curve will shift inwards following
entry by a competitor. This shift in the residual demand curve may lead to either an
increase or a decrease in prices in the short run and medium run depending on the shape
and rotation of the residual demand curve and on the cost structure of competing firms.

3.1. Short-run Scenario
In order to better illustrate the price effects in the short run for a given good, let’s suppose
a firm has constant marginal cost (MC) and faces a downward sloping linear residual
demand curve D1. Following entry by a competitor the demand curve may shift inwards
from D1 to D2 and the impact on prices will be as follows:
Case I: Price will remain the same if D2 and D1 have the same elasticity of residual
demand at any given price. As illustrated in figure 1, the price (P0) where consumers
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demand 0 units is the same for both D1 and D2, therefore the shift in the residual demand
curve has no impact on prices.1

Figure 1: No Change in Elasticity of Residual Demand
P
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Case II: Prices will decrease if D2 is more elastic than D1 as a result of increase in the
number of substitutes. Perloff and Salop (1985) and Hollander (1987) refer to this price
decrease as the competitive effect on prices.
Case III: Prices will increase if D2 is less elastic than D1 due to presence of a significant
price-insensitive consumer segment that is loyal to the incumbent firm’s brand. Hollander
(1987) refers to this price increase as the displacement effect on prices.

In markets that contain both price-sensitive and price-insensitive consumer
segments (such as pharmaceutical industry, airline industry and supermarket industry), it

1

Optimal prices are the same before and after the shift of the demand curve (i.e. the midpoint pricing rule
(P0+MC/2) gives the same optimal price for the two linear demand curves)
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is not clear in the aftermath of entry by a low-cost competitor whether it is the
competitive effect that dominates or the displacement effect.
3.1.1. A Model of Spatial Competition for Supermarkets
Within the context of retail markets, Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) model the
competitive and displacement effects from entry by a low-cost discount store through
spatial competition between two multiproduct supermarkets selling product A and
product B and facing constant returns to scale. The supermarkets are assumed to be
located at end points of a Hotelling (1929) line of fixed length and experience entry by a
low-cost discount store, which locates itself next to one of the incumbent retailers.
Heterogeneity in consumers is modeled through their location along the line and through
their shopping preferences as “value shoppers” (price-sensitive consumers) or as
“convenience shoppers” (price-insensitive consumers).2 Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011)
assume that the low-cost entrant is a multi-product firm that offers one product (Product
A) in common with incumbent firms and a second product (Product C) that is unique and
not offered by incumbent firms.3 They derive the equilibria for two games: one before the
entry of the discount store and one after this entry whereby in both games the incumbent
retailers compete by simultaneously setting the prices. The model predicts that while the
prices in both incumbent stores will decline for Product A, prices may actually increase
for Product B being sold by the incumbent store located next to the discount store.
The predictions in Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) depend on two key underlying
assumptions of the model. First, price-sensitive consumers will abandon the incumbent
2

Zhu et al model price insensitivity through shopping and transportation costs such that only “convenience
shoppers” incur the transportation costs as well as a fixed shopping cost or opportunity cost from a store
visit. “Value shoppers”, on the other hand, are treated as well informed ‘cherry pickers’ whose
transportation and shopping costs are zero.
3
Each consumer consumes at most one unit of product A, B and C.
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retailers in favor of the discount store for Product A that is available at a lower price in
that store. Second, the incumbent retailer located next to the discount store will benefit
from positive demand externalities in the form of “convenience shoppers”. This construct
allows the incumbent retailer located next to the discount store to exclusively target the
“convenience shoppers” by charging them higher prices for Product B as these shoppers
have relatively low residual price elasticity for this product. On the other hand, the
incumbent retailer located away from the discount store does not benefit from positive
demand externalities and instead focuses on serving “value shoppers”. The model
predicts that, despite entry by a low-cost discount store, prices may not decline for all
products as long as there is a consumer segment with relatively low price elasticity for a
given product and there are positive demand externalities for the incumbent store from
being located close to a discount store.
3.1.2. Walmart Supercenters as Low-cost Entrants in the Short Term
As mentioned in section 2, Walmart Supercenters feature a full-service supermarket as
well as 36 departments of general merchandise. However, these Walmart Supercenters
offer products at a comparatively low quality as high stock-out rates and poor quality of
customer services in Walmart Supercenters are well documented (Dudley, 2013). This
has consequently resulted in Walmart Supercenters being rated consistently at the bottom
of customer service satisfaction ratings (Catts, 2008). In comparison, traditional
supermarkets cannot match the breadth of product variety in Walmart Supercenters but
offer comparatively higher quality of customer services in terms of less instances of
stock-outs and smaller check-out lines. There is also evidence that competing
supermarkets boost their inventories following entry by Walmart Supercenters as Matsa
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(2011) finds evidence that Walmart’s entry results in on average an 8% decline in
stockout rates in competing supermarkets and is complemented by increased product
variety.
In light of above, Zhu, Singh, and Dukes’s (2011) model is quite appropriate for
predicting the effect on prices of traditional supermarkets in the aftermath of entry by
low-cost Walmart Supercenters. We can expect supermarkets located close to the new
Walmart Supercenters, and that offer differentiated services, to benefit from positive
externalities in the form of higher traffic of “convenience shoppers” or price-insensitive
consumers. These supermarkets can then exclusively target this segment of consumers by
charging them higher prices.4 The displacement effect from Walmart’s entry on such
differentiated supermarkets can then be expected to dominate the competitive effect and
prices may increase in these supermarkets following entry by Walmart Supercenters. On
the other hand, the competitive effect is expected to dominate the displacement effect in
supermarkets that do not offer differentiated services and compete directly with Walmart
Supercenters. In particular we can expect the competitive effect to dominate for large
supermarkets with supercenter-like stores (such as Kmart) that compete directly with
Walmart Supercenters. Empirical evidence suggests that this is indeed the case as Ahn
and Watson (2010), Ellickson, Houghton and Timmins (2013) and Zhu and Singh (2009)
find evidence that Walmart Supercenters have a significant negative effect on Kmart
profits. Given the presence of significant price-sensitive and price-insensitive consumer
segments in supermarket industry, it is not clear whether prices would increase or
decrease in the short run in any given market following entry by a Walmart Supercenter.
4

The price-insensitive consumers will have low residual price elasticity for products that are regularly
stocked out. These consumers may also prefer other customer service attributes in supermarkets such as
shorter check-out lines etc.
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There are also examples where the displacement effect on prices from entry by a
low-cost competitor dominates in one market and the competitive effect dominates in
another. For example, within the context of pharmaceutical markets, Ellison and Ellison
(2011) predict that brand-name incumbent firms will deter entry by a low-cost generic
entrant by differentiating a given product thereby increasing the costs of production. This
strategy allows brand-name incumbent firms to charge higher prices despite facing entry
by a low-cost generic entrant. Ellison and Ellison (2011) also find empirical evidence of
higher prices by brand-name incumbent firms in the aftermath of entry by low-cost
generic entrants as do Caves, Whinston, and Hurwitz (1991) and Garbowski and Vernon
(1992). The empirical evidence in the airline industry however, suggests that the
competitive effect on prices dominates the displacement effect in the aftermath of entry
by a low-cost airline. In this regard, Morrison (2001), Vowles (2001), Goolsbee and
Syverson (2008) and Tan (2011) find evidence that incumbent airlines decrease their
prices following entry by a low-cost airline.

3.2. Medium-term Scenario
The above short-term scenario assumes that incumbent firms have similar cost structures
and that there are no other factors influencing market demand. For dynamic markets in
the medium run, market demand may increase through various mechanisms resulting in
multiple entries by low-cost firms. In this medium-term scenario, the differences in
incumbent firms’ costs can act as a mechanism that can potentially affect equilibrium
prices. Theoretical foundations of such a mechanism are laid in Syverson (2007) who
predicts that the substitution possibilities for consumers increase significantly in denser
markets with many low-cost firms. This makes it difficult for incumbent high-cost firms
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to continue to operate profitably and results in their eventual exit from the market
provided that no incumbent firm operates at a loss. This mechanism consequently reduces
the average as well as upper-bound prices in the market.
3.2.1. Walmart Supercenters as Low-cost Entrants in the Medium Term
Within the context of retail markets, high-cost firms that cannot differentiate themselves
from low-cost entrants and are unable to target the price-insensitive segment of the
consumer base are likely to exit due to lack of profitability. Martens, Florax and Dooley
(2005) find evidence that entry by Walmart Supercenters results in exit of small regional
supermarkets. Igami (2011) finds evidence that both large and medium-size incumbent
supermarkets exit following entry by a low-cost Walmart-like entity in Tokyo. However,
Igami (2011) finds evidence that smaller supermarkets are able to remain in the market
by differentiating themselves from the low-cost entrant and do not only merely survive
but are able to expand in the medium run. Igami (2011) suggests that these smaller
supermarkets differentiate themselves from the low-cost entrant by catering to the
consumer preferences for daily fresh groceries. Second, these supermarkets benefit from
positive externalities from the extra traffic being generated in their vicinity from the
presence of a low-cost entrant. This mechanism consequently allows the smaller
supermarkets to expand in the medium run. On the other hand, the medium and large
supermarkets cannot differentiate themselves from the low-cost entrant, which
consequently results in higher exit rates for these supermarkets in the medium run. In
another related paper, Ellickson and Grieco (2013) also find evidence that the negative
effect of entry by Walmart Supercenters falls more heavily on larger chains that compete
directly with Supercenters resulting in higher exit rates and lower in-store employment.
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Within the above context, two price scenarios are likely to play out in a given
retail market in the medium term after entry by Walmart Supercenters. Prices will
decrease in the medium term if there is an exit of a significant number of high-cost
supermarkets directly competing with Walmart Supercenters. The presence of high-cost
supermarkets offering differentiated services at higher prices may not offset this decrease
in average prices if their numbers are significantly small. On the other hand, if the
differentiated segment of the market is significantly large, it is possible that average
prices may not decrease in the medium run despite entry by a low-cost entrant. Therefore,
it is not clear whether prices would increase or decrease in the medium run in any given
market following entry by a Walmart Supercenter.
3.2.2. A Model of Endogenous Fixed Costs for Supermarkets
There is another body of literature that predicts that the supermarket industry will get
increasingly concentrated as market size expands in the medium term with limited entry
and little or no price competition. A few large supermarkets are predicted to dominate the
market in this scenario with only a small fringe of small supermarkets that offer less
product variety (defined as low-quality services) and do not compete directly with
dominant firms. Theoretical foundations for these predictions are laid in Ellickson (2006)
who extends Sutton’s (2007) endogenous fixed costs model to the supermarket industry
by modeling a three-stage game that takes location of stores as given. In the first stage,
firms make a decision about their entry and incur a fixed cost. In the second stage each
entrant chooses a level of quality (by offering more product variety) but has to incur an
additional/optional fixed cost (such as a fixed investment in distribution, quality or
advertising) that is an endogenous sunk cost. In the third stage firms compete on
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quantities. The key underlying assumption of the model is that product variety can only
be improved by incurring fixed costs rather than variable costs. Based on this assumption,
the model predicts that expansions in the retail market will be characterized by an
endogenous investment game between firms rather than a price setting one, which will
lead to higher fixed costs but will result in a wide variety of products being sold by a few
large supermarkets at low prices. The second prediction of the model is that the
escalation in fixed costs will create a barrier to entry resulting in a retail market
environment being dominated by a few large supermarkets that do not compete on prices
as well as a small fringe of low-quality firms.
One limitation of Ellickson (2006) is that it gives a very narrow and onedimensional definition of quality along the lines of product variety. According to this
definition, Walmart Supercenters by providing a wide variety of products at low costs
should be consistently topping consumer surveys on store quality and satisfaction when
that is clearly not the case (Catts 2008). A more rounded definition of quality needs to
include several aspects related to quality such as frequency of stock-outs, time spent in a
check-out line and time spent searching for a certain product. Based on this broadened
definition of quality, it may be possible to model the small fringe of firms in Ellickson
(2006) as niche firms providing goods with high quality of customer services at higher
prices.
Another limitation of Ellickson (2006) is that it does not model the interaction
between consumer preferences and a firm’s decision to incur a fixed investment. This
type of interaction is modeled by Basker, Klimek and Van (2012) who predict that any
technological change or investment that increases the number of stores and is
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complimentary to consumer preferences for “one-stop shopping” will result in increased
product variety in stores that are being operated by large chains. Basker, Klimek and Van
(2012) also find empirical evidence that chains that opened the most stores are also the
ones that offered most product variety. Both Ellickson (2006) and Basker, Klimek and
Van (2012) however, provide a narrow definition of quality where the latter assumes that
there is only one type of a consumer segment in the market with a preference for “onestop shopping”.
It is apparent that the theoretical literature does not predict an unambiguous increase
or decrease in prices in the short run or medium run in the aftermath of entries by
Walmart Supercenters. The direction of the price effect and its magnitude ultimately
depends on the shape and rotation of the residual demand curve, on the cost structure of
competing firms and complementing consumer preferences. Therefore, the effect of
Supercenter entries on competitors’ prices is an empirical question both in the short term
and in the medium term. Based on review of past empirical literature on price effects of
Walmart Supercenters, we determine in section 4 whether a consistent pattern of price
competition emerges in the aftermath of entry by Walmart Supercenters.

4. Price Effects of Walmart Supercenters
It has been well established that Walmart Supercenters charge significantly lower prices
than traditional retailers Roberts and Berg (2012), Currie and Jain (2002), and Ward
(2002). However, it is not as well established whether there is an unambiguous large
negative price effect of Walmart Supercenters on prices of competing grocery stores. The
key objective of this literature review is to determine whether a consistent pattern of
negative price effects emerges in the aftermath of entry by Walmart Supercenters over
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the short and medium run. We do this by dividing the past empirical literature on the
subject into two main categories: studies using large multi-city datasets across multiple
regions to establish Walmart Supercenter’s impact on prices, and those that focus on one
specific retail market to isolate Supercenter’s price effects. Within each category, we
discuss the results and research methodology of papers as well as whether these studies
provide any robustness checks for the underlying assumptions.

4.1. Studies using Large Multi-city Datasets across Multiple Regions
Several recent papers estimate the price effects of Walmart Supercenters’ entries using
panel datasets containing retail prices from a large number of cities and across a large
number of years. The regression equation in these papers is generally a panel
specification that has the natural log of retail price of a given product from a nonWalmart grocery store as the dependent variable and an indicator for Walmart entries as
the independent variable of interest.

Basker and Noel (2009) use a variant of this panel specification to estimate the effect of
entries by Walmart Supercenters on retail prices of competing supermarkets. They use
store-level price data for 24 grocery items from ACCRA quarterly pricing surveys for the
third quarter from 2001-2004 for 175 cities that appear in all four quarters. They estimate
the effect of Walmart’s entry on competing stores using the panel specification given
below:
Ln(Pjkt)= βWMSCjt+ ∑jγjCityj + ∑ktτk TimetProductk + Cjθ +εjkt
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(I)

Where Ln(Pjkt) is average log price of product k in city j at time t, WMSCjt
represents number of Walmart Supercenters in city j at time t. Cityj is an indicator for
each city in the dataset that controls for city-specific heterogeneity that is correlated with
price variation. Productk is an indicator for each product and Timet is an indicator for each
year in their dataset and their interaction captures time-varying cost differences at the
product-level. Cj in their panel specification is the log of population from Census for
cities in their dataset. The regression coefficient of interest (β) captures price changes as a
result of Walmart Supercenter entries. The key underlying assumption for establishing
causal interpretation of their panel estimates is that Walmart’s market entry decision may
be potentially endogenous during the three year period from 1998-2001 but the precise
timing of entry is not correlated with the error term. They find evidence that competitors
react to Walmart’s entry by lowering their prices on average by 1.1%.
In another panel specification, Basker and Noel disentangle the price response of
competing stores by their size. They do this by interacting an indicator variable with
WMSCjt that equals 1 when the prices are from the big three supermarket chains (i.e.,

Kroger, Albertson’s, and Safeway) and is 0 otherwise. They find evidence that the price
response of large supermarket chains is less (statistically insignificant price reduction of
0.48%) in comparison to smaller supermarket chains that respond by lowering their
prices on average by a statistically significant 1.26%. They also find evidence that
medium-run price effects are slightly bigger (1.2%) than short-run price effects (1.1%).
These results imply that, in the short run, the competitive effect of Walmart’s entry
dominates its displacement effect as prices of competing supermarkets decrease in the
short run. It is also likely that the slightly bigger negative price effect in the medium run
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is being driven by potential exits of high-cost smaller supermarkets (as predicted by
Syverson (2007)) that cannot differentiate themselves and compete directly with Walmart
Supercenters. More importantly, these results also imply that the interaction between
Walmart and other large supermarkets is consistent with them competing under an
endogenous fixed costs framework.
The key assumption for establishing causality in Basker and Noel (2009) is that
unobserved time-varying city-specific characteristics (such as unobserved demand/cost
shocks) are uncorrelated with Walmart entries. The length of their panel (2001-2004) is
fairly short which ensures that large changes in city characteristics that may happen over
time are unlikely to be a factor here. Nevertheless, they test the robustness of this
exogeniety assumption through a falsification exercise that estimates price effects of
Walmart Supercenters on six service products not provided by Walmart: appliance repair,
movie tickets, bowling, man’s haircut, woman’s beauty salon appointment, and dry
cleaning. They find no negative price effect on such services and consequently suggest
that the underlying exogeniety assumption is fairly weak and that their estimates are not
influenced by unobserved demand/cost shocks that are correlated with Walmart entries. A
limitation of this exogeniety assumption is that it treats the time-varying unobserved
demand/cost shocks as market-wide shocks that influence the prices for groceries and
service products in a similar manner. It may well be that Walmart entries in certain cities
within a given region are correlated with demand/cost shocks specific only to grocerystore products in that region, in which case the estimates from equation (I) may misstate
the negative price impact of Walmart’s entry due to endogeniety bias. For example,
Walmart may be opening Supercenters in regions containing a large and growing
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segment of consumers sensitive to prices of groceries. It is possible that only grocery
store prices and not services prices are already declining in these areas before Walmart’s
entry. In this case, the estimates in Basker and Noel (2009) may be attributing all price
declines to Walmart’s entry thereby overstating the negative impact of Walmart’s entry.
The falsification exercise in Basker and Noel (2009) cannot rule out symptoms of this
type of endogeniety bias. One alternative would be to see whether there is a negative
price effect of future Walmart entries on current prices. If there is evidence of such a
price effect than it would be an indication of upwards endogeniety bias in estimates of
Basker and Noel (2009).

In a closely related study, Carden and Courtemanche (2011) use a panel specification
similar to that in Basker and Noel (2009). They use city-level average price data from
ACCRA quarterly pricing surveys for the fourth quarter from 1994 to 2006 and match
this dataset with information on Walmart Supercenter store location and entry dates
during this time period to create a panel. Besides estimating the price effects of Walmart
Supercenters, they also estimate the price effects of Costcos and Sam’s Clubs by adding
independent variables for number of Costcos and Sam’s Clubs in city j at time t in
regression equation (I) given above. To estimate longer-run price effects of Supercenters,
Costcos and Sam’s Clubs, they also include a variable for product price that lags by one
quarter in regression equation (I). They find evidence that entry by Walmart Supercenters
reduces prices by a statistically significant 0.9% in the short run and by 1.7% in the long
run. These estimates are similar to the ones in Basker and Noel (2009). However, unlike
their study, the city-level average prices in Carden and Courtemanche (2011) include
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Walmart’s own prices, which partly explains why they find comparatively larger price
effects in the long run. Nevertheless, these results also suggest that in the short run
Walmart’s competitive effect dominates its displacement effect on prices. Furthermore,
these results suggest that the medium-run negative price effects are potentially driven by
exits of high-cost supermarkets that compete directly with Walmart Supercenters.
The key identifying assumption for establishing causality in Carden and
Courtemanche (2011) is that time-varying unobserved city-specific characteristics are
uncorrelated with exact timing of entry by Supercenters, Costcos and Sam’s Clubs. They
test the robustness of this exogeniety assumption with a falsification exercise that
estimates price effects of the three retailers on nine service items not provided by these
stores. They find no negative price effect on these services indicating that the big three
stores are likely responsible for triggering the pricing behavior of its competitors. As with
Basker and Noel (2009), a limitation of this exogeniety assumption is that it treats the
unobserved time-varying demand/cost shocks as market-wide shocks that influence the
prices for groceries and service products in a similar manner. If Walmart is opening
Supercenters in low-cost regions where price of groceries (but not services) are already
declining before Walmart’s entries, this could induce endogeniety bias in estimates of
Carden and Courtemanche (2011) that is likely to be bigger than the potential
endogeniety bias in estimates of Basker and Noel (2009) due to the longer length of their
panel. As with Basker and Noel (2009), the falsification exercise in this case cannot rule
out symptoms of this type of endogeniety bias in estimates.
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Hoffman (2008) contributes to the above literature on retail markets by focusing on the
direct and indirect price effects of entries by Walmart Supercenters on national
supermarket chains in urban retail markets. Hoffman uses annual pricing data from foodat-home price indices provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) for 24 urban
markets from 1984-2005. He combines this dataset with Walmart-specific data on
location of Supercenters and their opening dates. This allows him to estimate the effect of
Walmart’s entry on a broad category of items in 24 urban markets. Hoffman isolates the
price responses of incumbent firms by taking advantage of the sampling procedure
through which BLS constructs the food-at-home CPI. In the initial years following entry
of Walmart Supercenters, this sampling procedure does not include new Walmart
Supercenters. Hoffman’s identification strategy therefore, takes advantage of this
sampling procedure to isolate short-run price response of incumbent firms to Walmart
entries in these initial years using the fixed effects specification given below:

Ln(Pjt)= βWMSCjt+ ∑jγjCityj + ∑tτtTimet + Cjθ +εjt

(II)

Where Ln(Pjt) is log of the food-at-home component of the CPI in city j at time t,
WMSCjt represents an indicator function which equals 1 if there is at least one
Supercenter in city j at time t. In another specification, WMSCjt represents the market
share of Walmart Supercenter in city j at time t and equation (II) also includes an
indicator for first-time entry by a Supercenter in city j at time t.5 Hoffman uses the latter
specification to estimate the short-run price effect of first-time entry by Walmart
Supercenters. As above, Cityj is an indicator for each city in the dataset. Timet is an
5

Hoffman (2008) obtains market share data from annual Trade Dimensions publications
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indicator for each year in the dataset. Cj represents various control variables such as per
capita personal income, market concentration level, population, a price index for
residential rent and household energy costs in city j at time t.
Hoffman finds that the negative price effect of Walmart’s first entry is a
statistically significant 0.73% decrease in prices of its competitors. A direct comparison
of these estimates with those in Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and Courtemanche
(2011) may not be appropriate as Hoffman (2008) estimates Walmart’s effect on a broad
category of items whereas Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and Courtemanche (2011)
estimate this effect for a specific set of items sold in grocery stores.
The key underlying assumption for establishing the causal effect of Walmart’s
entry in Hoffman (2008) is that the presence of a Walmart Supercenter or expansion of
Walmart’s market share in a given retail market is not correlated with the error term.
However, Hoffman does not address the issue of potential endogeniety bias in his
estimates. Given the length of the panel from 1984-2005, it is likely that time-varying
market characteristics during this period are correlated with Walmart entries and
Hoffman’s estimates are potentially attributing all price decreases to these entries when
that may not be the case. This will consequently result in endogeniety bias in Hoffman’s
estimates. Unlike Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and Courtemanche (2011),
Hoffman (2008) does not address nor determine the robustness of the underlying
exogeniety assumption. A good test to determine the robustness of the underlying
assumption would be to estimate equation (II) with food-away-from-home component of
the CPI in city j at time t as the L.H.S variable. This component of CPI composes of a
broad category of meals and snacks provided by food services establishments and is
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therefore, not expected to be influenced by Walmart Supercenter entries. If there is
indeed no negative price effect of Walmart’s entry then it will be an indication that
endogeniety bias may not be a serious concern in Hoffman’s (2008) estimates.

In another related paper, Stiegert and Sharkey (2007) use a dataset and fixed effects
specification similar to that in Hoffman (2008) to estimate the price effects of entry by
Walmart Supercenters on traditional supermarket chains. The key difference between the
two papers is that Hoffman (2008) only focuses on the impact of Walmart Supercenters
whereas Stiegert and Sharkey (2007) also include Kmart and Target Supercenters in their
analysis. Furthermore, the time period in Stiegert and Sharkey (2007) is from 1993-2003
for 23 urban markets as opposed to 1984-2005 for 24 urban markets in Hoffman (2008).
Stiegert and Sharkey combine this dataset with annual opening dates of Supercenters in a
given urban market in a given year along with market share data collected from Trade
Dimension’s annual publication of market scope.6 Stiegert and Sharkey estimate a
regression equation very similar to equation (II) above with the key difference that they
isolate the price effect of entry by Walmart, Kmart and Target Supercenters on retail
competition instead of only estimating the effect of Walmart Supercenters. They do not
find any evidence of a statistically significant price decrease following entry by
Supercenters in urban retail markets.
There are two possible explanations for the significant difference in estimates of
Hoffman (2008) and Stiegert and Sharkey (2007). First, Stiegert and Sharkey (2007)

6

AC Nielsen’s Trade Dimensions publishes a census of retail outlets in the U.S each year. These retail
outlets belong to a wide variety of retail sectors such as supermarkets, supercenters, club stores, restaurant
and convenience stores (Hosken, Olson and Smith, 2012). Stiegert and Sharkey (2007) utilize the Trade
Dimensions census for grocery retailing from 1993-2003.
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estimate the impact of Walmart, Kmart and Target Supercenters by putting the same
weight on the entry of these Supercenters as opposed to Hoffman (2008) who only
estimates the price effect of Walmart Supercenters. It is possible that inclusion of Target
and Kmart Supercenters is deflating Walmart’s potentially significant negative price
effect and causing the estimates to be much smaller than they would otherwise be if only
Walmart’s effect had been estimated. This assertion is backed by the results in Carden
and Courtemanche (2011) who use a panel of similar time period, length and frequency
as Stiegert and Sharkey (2007) and find significant negative price effects of Walmart,
Costcos and Sam’s Clubs entry on competitors’ prices.
Second, the differences in length of panels (21 years in Hoffman (2008) as
opposed to 10 years in Stiegert and Sharkey (2007)) means that the estimates in Hoffman
(2008) are more susceptible to downwards endogeniety bias from time varying
unobserved city-specific characteristics that are correlated with Walmart entries. Unlike
Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and Courtemanche (2011), both Stiegert and Sharkey
(2007) and Hoffman (2008) do not address the issue of potential endogeniety bias in their
estimates.

In another study using panel datasets, Hausman and Leibtag (2007) look at the direct and
indirect effects of entry by non-traditional grocery stores (SMCs) such as Walmart
Supercenters and other mass merchandisers like Sam’s Club on expenditure in traditional
retail outlets. Hausman and Leibtag (2007) use household grocery purchase data (both
prices and quantities purchased) from the ACNielsen Homescan Scanner Panel dataset
for 20 broadly defined products across 34 retail markets for 48 months from 1998 to
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2001. In order to estimate the effect of SMC’s on prices of traditional outlets they
estimate the following regression equation:

Ln(Expjt)= βSMCjt+ ∑jγjCityj + ∑tτtTimet +εjt

(III)

Where Ln(Expjt) is log of expenditure (or quantity-weighted price) on a given
product in city j at time t.7 SMCjt represents share of consumer expenditure for a given
product at SMC in city j at time t. As before, Cityj is an indicator for each city in the
dataset and Timet is an indicator for each month in the dataset. The regression coefficient
of interest (β) captures changes in expenditure on given food items in traditional grocery
stores as a result of increasing consumer expenditure for these food items in SMCs. As
consumer expenditure for a given product in SMCs is likely to be influenced by prices
charged for that product in traditional grocery stores, endogeniety bias can be a concern
in above panel estimates. In order to circumvent this problem, Hausman and Leibtag
(2007) implement an instrumental variable approach by using the overall expenditure on
food across all products in SMCs as an instrument for expenditure on specific products in
SMCs. According to Hausman and Leibtag this instrument is valid as each product
contributes a very small share to overall expenditure in SMCs. The key underlying
assumption for establishing causal interpretation of panel estimates is that the instrument
is valid and is uncorrelated with the error term. In other words, price of a given good A in
one store is uncorrelated with price of good B in another store and that prices of both
goods are uncorrelated with time-varying unobservable city characteristics. The short
7

As the ACNielsen Homescan Scanner Panel dataset contains prices for different quantities of products,
Hausman and Leibtag (2007) are able to construct an expenditure or quantity-weighted price index by
multiplying the unit prices with their corresponding quantities.
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length of the panel ensures that this is a relatively weak assumption as city characteristics
are unlikely to change significantly during 1998-2001. Hausman and Leibtag (2007) find
evidence that competitors react to increasing consumer expenditure in SMCs by lowering
their prices on average by 3%.
The results in Hausman and Leibtag (2007) have two key limitations. First, the
broad categorization of products has implications for the key underlying assumption for
establishing causal interpretation of their panel estimates. This is because cross-price
elasticity within broadly defined product categories is unlikely to be zero and it is likely
that there is substitution happening within various product categories due to price
differences. Hausman and Leibtag’s (2007) dataset contains branded products (such as
apple juice, cereal, cookies, yoghurt and ice-cream etc) as well as non-branded items
(such as apples, bananas, ground beef, lettuce and tomatoes etc). It is likely that price of a
given non-branded item in one store has no influence on price of a branded item in
another store. However, the same cannot be said about non-branded items in the two
stores. In other words, it is possible that price of a non-branded item (such as apples) in
one store is influencing prices of other non-branded items (such as bananas) in other
stores. This substitution within product categories is likely to accentuate the negative
price effect found by Hausman and Leibtag (2007) and can potentially explain why they
find slightly larger estimates in comparison to Basker and Noel (2009).
Second, the price dataset in Hausman and Leibtag (2007) lumps all nontraditional retail store formats into one category and does not differentiate between
Walmart stores, other competing chains and retail warehouse clubs. As a result, Hausman
and Leibtag (2007) estimates cannot be interpreted as causal effects of Walmart
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Supercenters alone and can be more appropriately deemed as competitive effects of nontraditional superstores on traditional grocery retailers.

Ailawadi, Krishna, Krueger and Zhang (2010) estimate Walmart Supercenter’s effect on
competing supermarkets, drugstores and mass stores formats by using a panel dataset.
They collect weekly store-level price data on 46 general household product categories
from 90 stores in three states in eastern U.S from 2000 to 2002. The 90 competing stores
in their dataset belong to three traditional supermarket chains, two drugstore chains and
one national supermarket chain. These data are then matched with Walmart Supercenter
opening dates and locations in the tri-state region in the eastern U.S. Ailawadi, Krishna,
Krueger and Zhang (2010) identify seven entries by Walmart within the tri-state region
and find that 40 stores in their dataset experience Walmart entries within the 15 miles
radius experience. Of these 40 stores, 25 experience Walmart entries for the first time
whereas another 15 experience their first entry in over five years. These 40 stores are
classified as ‘experimental’ stores given that they are within the 15 mile radius of a
Walmart entry. The remaining 50 stores are treated as control group as they are not
within the 15 miles radius of a Walmart and also do not experience a Walmart entry in
the last five years. Ailawadi, Krishna, Krueger and Zhang (2010) find evidence that
traditional supermarkets decrease their prices by 0.4% following Walmart’s entry.
Furthermore, they find evidence that for every 1% decrease in distance from the closest
Walmart Supercenter, supermarket prices decrease by 0.001%. In other words, when the
distance from the closest Walmart Supercenter decreases from 2 miles to 1 mile,
supermarket prices decrease by 0.07%. This result further provides empirical evidence
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that, in the short run, the competitive effect of Walmart’s entry dominates its
displacement effect even when spatial differentiation is taken into account.
One limitation of the study is that it estimates Walmart’s price effect on
competitors under the assumption that Walmart’s entries are not correlated with
unobserved time-varying demand/cost shocks entering into the error term but do not
provide any specification test. Ailawadi, Krishna, Krueger and Zhang (2010) could have
undertaken two robustness tests to determine the extent of this endogeniety problem.
First, they could have determined whether Walmart entries are correlated with
unobserved time-varying region-wide demand/cost shocks by estimating Walmart’s
effect on services not expected to be influenced by Walmart’s entry in the tri-state region,
much like the falsification exercise in Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and
Courtemanche (2011). Second, they could have determined the extent to which Walmart
entries are correlated with unobserved time-varying demand/cost shocks specific to
grocery products by estimating whether there is a negative price effect of future Walmart
entries on current prices.

4.2. Studies Focusing on One Retail Market or a Region
Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) use a case study approach to analyze the impact of a
Walmart Supercenter’s entry on a single store of a large supermarket chain. The Walmart
Supercenter entry in question happened in August of 2000 approximately 2.1 miles from
the incumbent store thereby giving Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) an opportunity to
study the before and after impact of Walmart’s entry. The data for their study comes from
the incumbent supermarket’s frequent shopper database that records transactions of over
22,000 consumers with shopper cards and captures 85% of the total sales. The database
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captures information such as date and time of transactions, promotions, price and
quantities purchased and covers a period of 20 months from November 1999 to June
2001. Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) also get access to mailing addresses for
cardholders and use this information to determine the travel distance of households to
retail stores.
Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) study the impact of Walmart Supercenter’s
entry on two key aspects of consumer behavior: store visits and in-store expenditures.
They find evidence of a 17% decline in sales expenditure in the competing supermarket
mainly because of fewer store visits. This decline in sales results in a loss of
approximately quarter of a million dollars monthly following Walmart’s entry. Singh,
Hansen and Blattberg (2006) find that the incumbent supermarket does not use an
outright decrease in overall prices as a means to consolidate their customer base and
instead use promotions as a means to keep the remaining customers. Overall their results
suggest that Walmart’s entry does not trigger a consistent pattern of price reduction from
the incumbent supermarket. Given that prices are not decreasing in the aftermath of
Walmart’s entry, it is likely that the significant decline in revenues is being driven by the
decrease in quantities sold as a result of the incumbent store losing its price-sensitive
consumer base to the nearby Walmart Supercenter. The absence of a price decline is also
an indication that the incumbent supermarket is likely targeting its price-insensitive
consumer base by differentiating itself from the new Supercenter’s “every-day low
prices” strategy through frequent promotions. Another symptom of this differentiation
would be finding evidence of a significant decline in stock-out rates of the incumbent
supermarket as was the case in Matsa (2011).
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One key limitation of the study is its case-study design that relies on only timeseries variation to estimate the effect of Supercenter’s entry on prices. As a result, Singh,
Hansen and Blattberg (2006) cannot control for unobserved potential market-wide or
store-specific demand/cost shocks that may be correlated with Walmart’s entry. For
example, if Walmart’s entry coincided with an unobserved market-wide positive demand
shock then Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) may understate the negative price effect
of Walmart’s entry due to upwards endogeniety bias. One symptom of this type of
endogeniety bias will be if there is a significant difference between the announced timing
of Walmart’s entry and the actual date of opening of the Supercenter.

Volpe and Lavoie (2008) also use a case-study approach to isolate the price effect of
Walmart Supercenters on large traditional supermarket chains in a tri-state region
consisting of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. In order to estimate this price
effect, they collect price data through store visits for a traditional supermarket chain
within the immediate vicinity (five miles) of a new Walmart Supercenter. For each
competing traditional supermarket that is in the immediate vicinity of Walmart
Supercenter, geographically distant supermarket from the same chain within the same
state is included in the dataset as comparison. The “comparison supermarkets” are chosen
based on similarities with “competing supermarkets” along the dimensions of parent
company, size and market demographics. Based on this data methodology, Volpe and
Lavoie (2008) collect price data through store visits for 54 products across 18 stores (6
Walmart Supercenters, 6 competing supermarkets, 6 comparison supermarkets) over a
period of three weeks in October, 2004.
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Volpe and Lavoie (2008) estimate the effect of Walmart’s presence by estimating the
price differences across competing and comparison supermarkets and across different
product brands while controlling for store characteristics, market conditions and
demographics. They find evidence that prices are on average 6% lower for private brand
grocery products and 7% lower for national brand products in markets containing a
Walmart Supercenter. This negative price effect is particularly pronounced for groceries
(-10%), dairy products (-11%) and to a lesser extent for frozen foods (-8%) and is
statistically insignificant for other product types.8 These price effects are an order of
magnitude larger than those estimated by other studies in the empirical litarture such as
Basker and Noel (2009), Carden and Courtemanche (2011) and Hausman and Leibtag
(2007).
The key underlying assumption for interpreting the cross-sectional estimates in Volpe
and Lavoie (2008) as causal effects of Walmart’s presence is that the presence of
Walmart Supercenters in retail markets is not correlated with factors that influence prices.
This is a very strong assumption as the presence of Supercenters in any given market is
unlikely to be random. Given Walmart’s affinity to open Supercenters in low-cost areas,
it is quite possible that retail prices are already low in markets containing new Walmart
Supercenters in comparison to markets without them. This would mean that omittedvariable bias due to endogeniety of Walmart’s presence in certain markets will drive the
estimates in Volpe and Lavoie (2008) downwards. The extent of this downward bias is
unlikely to be alleviated even after Volpe and Lavoie (2008) control for market
8

Volpe and Lavoie (2008) estimate price effect for 24 products in the grocery department (12 branded and
12 non-branded products), 6 products in the dairy department (3 branded and 3 non-branded), 6 products in
the frozen food department (3 branded and 3 non-branded), 6 products in the health and beauty aids
department (3 branded and 3 non-branded), 6 products in the meat department (3 branded and 3 nonbranded), and 6 products in the produce department (3 branded and 3 non-branded)
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conditions and demographics. One symptom of the extent of this downward bias would
be finding cross sectional estimates for non-grocery products with similar signs and
statistical significance as those for grocery store items. If this is indeed the case, then
omitted variable bias is likely driving the estimates in Volpe and Lavoie (2008), which
can explain why they find such large price effects of Walmart’s presence on traditional
supermarkets in comparison to other studies.

5. Discussion
As illustrated in Table 1 below, we determine that a systematic pattern of negative price
response by competitors does emerge from Walmart Supercenter’s entry in retail markets.
This pattern is consistent across studies using large panel datasets to those focusing on
one retail market and across different types of datasets that range from scanner price
datasets to ACCRA price datasets for specific grocery items and to broadly defined foodat-home price indices provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
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Table 1: Summary of Price Effects of Walmart Supercenter Entries
Dependent Variable

Independent Variable of Interest

Geography

Dataset Breadth
Frequency

1.

Basker and Noel
(2009)

Average log price in
non-Walmart stores of
product k in city j

Number of Walmart Supercenters in city j
at time t

ACCRA city*

2.

Carden and
Courtemanche
(2011)

Average log price of
all stores product k in
city j

Number of Walmart Supercenters,
Costcos and Sam’s Clubs in city j at time t

ACCRA city*

3rd Quarter price data
from 2001-2004, 24
grocery items in 175
cities
Annual 1994-2006, 23
grocery items in 289
cities

3.

Hoffman (2008)

Market share of Walmart Supercenter in
city j at time t

Metropolitan Statistical
Area**

Annual 1984-2005,
food-at-home price
index in 24 MSAs

4.

Stiegert and
Sharkey (2007)

Market share of Walmart, Kmart and
Target Supercenter in city j at time t

Metropolitan Statistical
Area**

Annual 1993-2003,
food-at-home price
index in 23 MSAs

0%

5.

Hausman and
Leibtag (2007)

log of the food-athome component of
the CPI in city j at
time t
log of the food-athome component of
the CPI in city j at
time t
log of expenditure on
a given product in city
j at time t

Share of consumer expenditure for a given
product at SMC in city j at time t

Homescan city***

3%

6.

Ailawadi, Krishna,
Krueger and Zhang
(2010)

Average price in
product category i in
store j at week t

Tri-state region in
Eastern U.S.

7.

Singh, Hansen and
Blattberg (2006)

Indicator for whether prices are from an
experimental store within 15 miles of a
Walmart Supercenter or from a
geographically distant control store
Indicator for before and after Walmart
entry

Monthly 1998-2001, 20
broadly defined items
across Multiple retail
markets
Weekly from 2000-2002,
46 product categories
across 90 stores in a tristate region
Monthly from 19992001
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Literature

&

Overall
Negative
Price Effect
1.1%
0.48% Big 3
1.26% Other
stores
0.9% Shortrun
1.7% Longrun
0.73%

0.4%

log expenditures
Small town in the East
0%
for household i in
Coast Region
time period t
8. Volpe and Lavoie
value
Indicator for whether the basket of good
Tri-state region
Three weeks price data
6-7%
(2008)
of a basket of good of
belongs to a competing store within 5
(Connecticut, New
for 54 products across 18
brand i containing
miles of a Walmart Supercenter or to a
England and
stores in a tri-state
products in
geographically distant comparison store
Massachusetts)
region
department j
at store k
* ACCRA city is an urbanized area in an MSA where the density of residential settlement is at least 1,000 persons per square mile. (ACCRA Manual, 2012)
**Metropolitan Statistical Area is defined by the US Office of Management and Budget as a geographical region that has a large city at its core with close economic ties
to surrounding areas and has a high population density (Office of Management and Budget, 2013)
***There are six cities and urban metro areas (Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, Atlanta, Baltimore-Washington, and San Antonio) and four demographic regions
(East, Central, South, and West) that make up AC Nielsen Homescan data (Hausman and Leibtag, 2007)
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The empirical evidence in Table 1 is consistent with the narrative that the competitive
effect of Walmart’s entry dominates its displacement effect on prices in the short run.
Ailawadi, Krishna, Krueger and Zhang (2010) find evidence that this result holds even
when spatial differentiation is taken into account. Basker and Noel (2009) also find
evidence that the brunt of the negative price effect falls on smaller supermarkets. As both
Basker and Noel (2009) and Carden and Courtemanche (2011) find evidence of a
comparatively bigger negative price effect in the medium run, it is likely that this
negative price effect is being driven by potential exits of high-cost smaller supermarkets
(as predicted by Syverson (2007)) that cannot differentiate themselves and compete
directly with Walmart Supercenters.
The only study that finds a much larger negative price effect due to the presence
of Walmart Supercenters is Volpe and Lavoie (2008) that uses cross-sectional data. On
the other hand, there are two studies (i.e. Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) and Stiegert
and Sharkey (2007) that do not find any price effect of Walmart entries. Stiegert and
Sharkey (2007) estimate the combined price effect of Walmart, Target and Kmart
Supercenters and it is likely that this specification is deflating Walmart’s potentially
significant negative price effect and causing the estimates to be much smaller than they
would otherwise be if only Walmart’s effect had been estimated.
Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) find that prices are not decreasing in the
aftermath of Walmart’s entry but they do find evidence of a significant decline in
revenues. This decline in revenues is likely driven by the decrease in quantities sold as a
result of the incumbent supermarket losing its price-sensitive consumer base to the
nearby Walmart Supercenter. The absence of a price decline is also an indication that the
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incumbent supermarket is likely targeting its price-insensitive consumer base by
differentiating itself from the new Supercenter. However, given that there is a significant
decline in revenues, it is clear that the incumbent supermarket studied by Singh, Hansen
and Blattberg (2006) does not benefit from the extra traffic being generated from the
presence of a Walmart Supercenter in town. It is likely that the extra traffic being
generated is composed of price-sensitive consumers instead of the price-insensitive
consumers, which consequently means that the incumbent supermarket cannot realize the
positive externalities from entry by a low-cost competitor as predicted in Zhu, Singh, and
Dukes (2011). This would be consistent with the recurring narrative that the displacement
effect from Walmart’s entry is much weaker than its competitive effect on prices.
Overall the empirical evidence in the literature suggests that there is a significant
negative effect of Walmart entries on competitors’ prices that is in the range of 0-3%. As
there is no evidence of price increases in the aftermath of Walmart’s entry, we conclude
that Walmart Supercenters imposes a significant competitive effect on prices in the
supermarket industry.

6. Price Effects of Walmart Discount Stores on Supermarkets
Many Supermarket chains that experience entries by Supercenters had already been
competing with Walmart Discount Stores. It is likely that most of these supermarkets had
already adjusted to pricing by Walmart stores due to the presence of Discount Stores,
which can potentially explain why the above studies do not find even larger negative
price effects in the aftermath of entries by Walmart Supercenters. If this hypothesis were
true, we can expect significant negative price impact of first-time entries by Discount
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Stores on competitors’ prices for products that are common between supermarkets and
Discount Stores.
Glandon and Jaremski (2012) use weekly scanner data to estimate the effect of 26
Walmart Discount Store entries from 1989 to 1996 on prices and on sales of Dominick’s
Finer Foods (DFF) grocery stores in the Chicago area. They collect price data for 3828
products across 85 Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF) grocery stores during this time period
and also have the exact address of each store, which allows them to exploit the variation
across time and distance from stores to estimate the price effect of Walmart’s entry.9
They find evidence that when the distance from the closest Discount Store decreases
from 2 miles to 1 mile, the fraction of products on sale increases by 0.03%. They also
find evidence that the frequency of sales increases for popular products but remains the
same and even decreases for less popular ones.
In another related study, Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) use a case-study approach
similar to Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) to estimate the effect of Walmart Discount
Store entries on two supermarkets belonging to Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF) in
Chicago. The first Walmart entry happened in November 1991 when a new Discount
Store opened in the same shopping mall as the incumbent store (Store number 28 in DFF
database). Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) refer to this incumbent store as supermarket A
for ease of comparison. The second Walmart entry happened on January 1992 when a
new Discount Store opened approximately 2.2 miles away from the incumbent store
(Store number 119 in DFF database). Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) refer to this
incumbent store as supermarket B. Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) observe pre and post
9

13 out of 17 product categories in Glandon and Jaremski’s (2012) price dataset overlap with product
categories in Walmart Discount Stores and DFF grocery stores compete directly with Walmart on these
product categories.
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Walmart entry data on store-level sales and transactions for 20 product categories in the
two incumbent supermarkets over a period of two years.
They find evidence of a significant decline in sales across all product categories in
supermarket B. For supermarket A, they find evidence that sales decrease for all products
common with Walmart but increase significantly for products not sold in Walmart.
Furthermore, they also find evidence that store traffic declines by 11% in supermarket B
but increases by a small percentage for supermarket A even though the latter supermarket
is located in the same shopping mall as the new Walmart Discount Store. This suggests
that Supermarket A is benefitting from positive externalities from Walmart’s entry and
the displacement effect of this entry is likely dominating the competitive effect on prices
for those products in supermarket A that are not sold in Walmart. In comparison, the
incumbent store in Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) does not benefit from any
positive externalities from Walmart’s entry. The incumbent store in Singh, Hansen and
Blattberg (2006) is located 2.1 miles away from the new Supercenter. In comparison,
supermarket A in Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) is located in the same shopping mall as
the new Discount Store. Therefore, it is likely that distance plays an important role in
determining whether a supermarket is able to attain positive externalities from Walmart’s
entry. A more likely reason why the incumbent store in Singh, Hansen and Blattberg
(2006) does not benefit from positive externalities is that, unlike supermarket A, it does
not offer any unique products to its consumers that are not already being sold in a
Walmart Supercenter.
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The above empirical evidence suggests that there is a significant negative price
and revenue effect of Discount Store entries on products that are common between
incumbent supermarkets and Discount Stores.

7. Evidence from Other Markets
Although the primary focus of the literature review is on price effects of entry by
Walmart Supercenters in U.S retail markets, retail markets in other countries also exhibit
similar negative price effects in the aftermath of entries by Supercenter-like entities. For
Example, Lira, Ugarte and Vergara (2008) make use of a panel dataset (monthly price
data of 51 products across 16 cities in Chile from 1998 to 2006) and a fixed-effects
specification very similar to the one in Hoffman (2008) to find evidence that prices
decline by 3% following entry by major supermarket chains in retail markets in Chile.
Coll, Riera, and Beck (2010) use a panel dataset (monthly price data of 32 products
across 15 geographical zones in Caracas, Venezuela from 2002 to 2006) and a fixedeffects specification very similar to the one in Basker and Noel (2009) but do not find
evidence of negative price effect on retail prices following entry by a state-subsidized
commercial entity, Mercado de Alimentos C.A. (MERCAL). Naohito and Daiji (2010)
also make use of a panel dataset (weekly price data of six products across 192 stores in
Japan from 1999 to 2007) and a difference-in-difference specification to find evidence
that stores in the treatment group (located less than 1.5 km from the entrant) lower their
prices by 0.4-3.1% more than stores in the control group (located between 1.5-3 km away
from the entrant) in response to entry by larger supermarket chains (Ito-Yokado and the
Eion Group).
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8. Motivation for Dissertation Thesis
The above review of the empirical literature on Walmart Supercenters suggests that there
is consistent pattern of negative price response to Supercenter entries by competing
supermarkets that is in the range of 0-3%. As there is no evidence of price increases in
the aftermath of Walmart’s entry, we conclude that the displacement effect from
Walmart’s entry is much weaker than its competitive effect on prices.
The primary objective of this dissertation is to determine whether the above
empirical narrative applies in one specific retail market that is Columbia, Missouri
following the opening of two Walmart Supercenters in October 2006 and January 2007.
We determine this by hand collecting price data off the shelves of competing grocery
stores before and after the two entries. As illustrated in Table 1, in terms of geography,
our case-study approach to isolate the effect of Supercenter entries in one city is similar
to Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006). However, we are able to isolate Walmart’s price
effect across multiple stores whereas Singh et al only study Walmart’s effect on one
supermarket.
We also take into account the presence of an existing Walmart Supercenter in
Columbia and the changes in driving distance between the competing grocery stores and
the nearest Walmart Supercenter following the opening of the two new Supercenters. By
exploiting the spatial and panel structure of our dataset, we estimate the price effects of
new Supercenter entries on prices of competing grocery stores and on tax revenues of
strip malls anchored by these competing stores. We also monitor the retail market in the
medium run to determine whether competing grocery stores make large investments in
new technologies or towards opening new stores as predicted under Elickson’s (2006)
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endogenous fixed costs framework of supermarket industry. Our results are presented in
Chapter Two of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2: The Price Effects of Walmart Entries
1. Introduction
In models of imperfect competition, an incumbent firm’s demand curve may shift
following entry by low-cost competitors such as Walmart Supercenters. This shift in
residual demand curve may lead to an increase, no change, or a decrease in prices
depending on shape and rotation of residual demand curve and cost structure of
incumbent firm. Since theory does not predict an unambiguous increase or decrease in
prices in aftermath of entry by a low-cost competitor, the effect of Walmart Supercenter
entries on competitors’ prices is an empirical question.
Existing empirical literature on the subject finds a negative price response to firsttime Supercenter entries in the range of 0-3%. However, most of this empirical literature
quantifies the price effect of Supercenter entries using lower frequency data (annual or
monthly) and does not take into account finer geographical detail of retail markets
experiencing Walmart entries. There is also very little empirical research on quantifying
the impact of secondary entries by Walmart Supercenters in retail markets. We fill this
gap by quantifying the price effect of secondary Supercenter entries into a specific retail
market: Columbia, Missouri. For our price analysis, we make use of hand-collected
weekly price data spanning four time periods from 2006 to 2008 and also incorporate the
change in driving distance from the nearest Walmart Supercenter to a given supermarket.
We also estimate the effect of Supercenter entries on sales-tax revenues of businesses in
supermarket-anchored strip malls, which serves as a proxy for the effect of Supercenter
entries on revenues of anchor supermarkets.
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We do not find evidence of negative price effect either in immediate term or in
medium term following the opening of the two Walmart Supercenters. This result holds
for all types of products, for grocery stores of all sizes and for all intra-city regions.
However, we do find evidence that sales-tax revenues collected by businesses in strip
malls anchored by competing grocery stores on average decrease by 0.07-0.08% for
every 1% decrease in distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall. This
implies, for example, that when the distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip
mall decreases from two miles to one mile, average monthly sales-tax revenues collected
by an incumbent business not in direct competition with Walmart decrease by 5.5%.
Given that prices are not decreasing in the aftermath of Walmart entries, we conclude that
this decline in revenues is likely caused by the decrease in quantities sold as a result of
these stores losing their price-sensitive consumer base to nearby Walmart Supercenters.
In the medium term, we find evidence that grocery stores in Columbia incur sunk
investments to improve quality of customer services. This consistent with Hy-Vee’s
decision to open two new stores in Columbia within three years of Walmart Supercenter
entries. Following the opening of these new stores there were no news reports of a price
war with other grocery stores in close proximity. In fact, Hy-Vee store management made
it very clear in the accompanying media campaign that the focus will be on improving
customer services rather than on lowering of prices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second section gives a brief history
of Walmart; the third section gives the data description; the fourth and fifth section
explains the empirical model and presents the results; the sixth section presents
discussion on results and study limitations, and the final section concludes.
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2. Background
2.1. Walmart Corporation
The first Walmart opened in Rogers, Arkansas in 1962 and steadily expanded its reach to
surrounding states. This outward expansion gained momentum when Walmart went
public in 1972 and the availability of new capital allowed the company to expand its
outreach to 11 states by the end of seventies (Walmart, 2012). Walmart continued to
grow rapidly in the eighties and by 1988 it had 1198 stores with sales of $15.9 billion. In
the same year, Walmart Corporation officially entered the food retailing market with the
opening of the first Walmart Supercenter in Washington, Missouri, which featured a
complete grocery and 36 departments of general merchandise (Walmart, 1988). Over the
years, Supercenters have varied in sizes from 98,000 square feet to 261,000 square feet
and have emulated the outward expansion of earlier Walmart Discount Stores (Walmart,
2011).
The outward expansion around Walmart’s headquarters in Bentonville, Arkansas
is exhibited in Basker (2005) for Discount Stores and in Basker and Noel (2009) for
Supercenters in the form of a series of charts spanning the last three decades that show
increased concentration of Walmarts in the Midwest and the Northeast while expanding
steadily on the West Coast. By 2011, this outward expansion had already resulted in
Supercenters entering the food retail market in every state, except Hawaii and Vermont,
and a total of 2,898 Supercenters in the U.S (Walmart, 2011). This rapid foray into the
food retail market allowed Walmart to replace Kroger Corporation in 2003 as the leading
food retailer in the United States (Progressive Grocer, 2004). In comparison, in 1999
Walmart was ranked only as the fifth largest chain in the U.S. (Progressive Grocer,
1999). This rapid domination by Walmart of food retail markets gives rise to various
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questions concerning Walmart’s effects on local labor markets, on local economic
growth, on quality of retail products sold by competing supermarket chains, on sales
expenditures and on prices. However, in this paper, by focusing on Walmart’s specific
entry into the Columbia, MO retail market, we primarily isolate the causal effect of this
entry on prices of competing grocery stores.

2.2. City of Columbia
The city of Columbia is the fifth largest city in the state of Missouri with a positive
population growth rate and population of approximately 108,500 citizens as of 2010
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).10 However, what differentiates the city from other towns in
Missouri is the substantial size of its student population that has continued to increase
significantly in the last ten years as well as the city’s continued outward expansion as a
result of the construction boom (Casteel, 2013). In terms of per-capita income, Columbia
is ranked 169th among the cities in the State of Missouri with a per capita income of
$19,507 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). The retail market in Columbia, Missouri was
dominated by six supermarket chains prior to November 2006. These included a mixture
of national, regional, privately-owned and employee-owned stores: Walmart (national),
Hy-Vee (regional/employee-owned), Schnucks (regional/privately-owned), three Gerbes
stores (national/owned by Kroger), Moser’s (regional/privately-owned), and Patricia’s
(local/employee-owned). The equilibrium in this market was first disturbed when
Megamart (regional/privately-owned) exited the market in November 2002. Walmart
disturbed the equilibrium again when it announced the opening of two new Walmart
Supercenters in fall of 2006 and spring of 2007. It was disturbed for the third time when
10

During the data collection periods in 2006, the estimated population was 97,202 (U.S. Census Bureau,
2000)
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Hy-Vee, Inc. decided to open two new grocery stores in fall of 2009 and spring of 2010.
However, we only study the impact of Walmart Supercenter entries on prices of
competing grocery stores from 2006-2008.

3. Data Description
3.1. Price Data
We analyze the differential effect of Walmart’s entry on prices by hand collecting preentry and post-entry price data for thirteen products from eight stores in Columbia over a
period of two years.11 We did not collect price data continuously in one time period and
instead did our price collection on a weekly basis in four time periods from March 2006
to July 2008 as illustrated in figure 1. Our first data collection period was from 17 March,
2006 to 2 June, 2006, before Walmart’s new entries, and resulted in continuous price data
collection for ten weeks. Our second data collection period started on 1 September, 2006,
during which time the second Walmart Supercenter opened on 18 October, 2006, and
lasted until 30 November, 2006.12 Our third Data collection period was for four
consecutive months from 26 January, 2007 to 4 May, 2007. Just before the start of this
data collection period the third Walmart Supercenter opened on 19 January, 2007.13 Our
final data collection period includes the price data that we collected one year later for six
weeks in summer of 2008 from 22 June, 2008 to 28 July, 2008. We also use weekly price
data from 2003-2004 that were collected by Dr. Emek Basker from the incumbent eight
stores using a data collection methodology identical to ours. However, instead of

11

The use of we in section 3 means me and an acquaintance who assisted me on several occasions with
price data collection.
12
The second Walmart Supercenter officially opened on 18 October, 2006 (Heitzman, 2006)
13
The third Walmart Supercenter officially opened on 19 January, 2007 (Columbia Daily Tribune, 2007)
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collecting the data in separate time periods, she collected it continuously from July 16,
2003 to August 17, 2004 as illustrated in figure 1.
To estimate meaningful price-effects of Walmart entries and as illustrated in
figure 1, we divide our price dataset into the following four time periods:
Period 1: 17 March, 2006–13 October, 2006 - Only one Walmart Supercenter in market;
Period 2: 27 October, 2006–30 November, 2006 - Two Walmart Supercenters in market;
Period 3: 26 January, 2007–4 May, 2007 – Three Walmart Supercenters in market;
Period 4: 22 June, 2008–28 July, 2008 - Three Walmart Supercenters in the medium run.
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Figure 1: Data Collection Timeline and Time Periods for Econometric Analysis
Period 1ˆ: One Walmart Supercenter

Period 3ˆ: Counterfactual Three
Walmart Supercenters

(16 July – 14 October, 2003)

Period 2: Two Walmart Supercenters

Period 3: Three Walmart Supercenters

(27 October, 2006 – 30 November, 2006)

(26 January – 4 May, 2007)

(20 January-17 August, 2004)
Period 2ˆ: Counterfactual Two
Walmart Supercenters

Period 1: One Walmart Supercenter

Period 4: Three Walmart Supercenters

(21 October, 2003- 13 January, 2004)

(17 March, 2006 – 13 October, 2006)

(22 June – 28 July, 2008) (Medium-run)

Walmart Supercenter’s
Second Entry on 18 October, 2006

Walmart Supercenter’s
Third Entry on 19 Jan, 2007
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Price Collection by Dr. Basker

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

(July-August)

(March-June)

(Sep-Nov)

(January-May)

(June-July)

July 2003

July 2004

July 2006

July 2005
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July 2007

July 2008

Our approach of price collection through store visits is very similar to that used by
American Chamber of Commerce Research Association (ACCRA). These quarterly
publications are constructed with the help of local chambers of commerce in participating
cities where the price data from 5-10 retail establishments are collected by local
volunteers in the first week of each quarter of a given year. In our case, we collected all
our price data in person on a piece of paper over the weekend of any given week.14
To ensure consistency, we collected prices based on product description used by
ACCRA and as illustrated in Table 1. In this regard, we noted the prices as missing
observations for certain weeks in the dataset if the concerned products were stocked
out.15 As we did our price collection over the weekend when most families do their
shopping, there were quite a few instances when a specific product was out of stock. For
example, there were two instances of out of stock products in the existing Walmart store
(17 March, 2006 and 29 September, 2006), two instances in Schnucks (2 June, 2006 and
9 February, 2007), one instance in Patricia’s (29 September, 2006), four instances in
Moser’s (30 November, 2006, 2 February, 2007, 6 July, 2008 and 14 July, 2008) and six
instances in Hy-Vee (7 April, 6 October, 30 November, 2006, and 6, 14 and 28 July,
2008). In contrast to other stores, there were no instances of out of stock products in
Kroger-owned Gerbes stores both before and after Walmart entries. According to Matsa

14

Price collection during the four time periods was generally incident free and prices were collected
without any interference from store employees. On one occasion we were even able to engage the local
Manager of the Gerbes store (on Broadway) into having a casual chat about price differences in the three
Gerbes stores. He confirmed to us that price setting is coordinated in the three stores and prices for most
products are the same.
15
ACCRA instructs local participants to collect grocery prices on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays so
missing prices due to stock-outs could be collected on either of these three days (ACCRA Manual, 2012).
We did not try to obtain missing prices through secondary visits on Mondays in order to stay consistent
with this methodology of collecting prices only on weekends.
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(2011) Walmart’s entry results in an 8% decline on average in stockout rates. However,
we do not observe such a significant decline in stock-out rates in our dataset.
It generally took us between 5-7 hours to traverse all the grocery stores for price
collection on any given weekend. As illustrated in the map in figure 2 and keeping in
mind the travel distance, we collected prices from stores in Northeast Columbia on
Saturdays and for grocery stores in Southwest and South Columbia we collected prices
on Sundays. There were a few instances when we missed data collection in some stores
due to time constraints on certain weekends.16 There were also some instances when we
could not collect prices at all over the weekend due to bad weather conditions or other
personal obligations. For example, there were two instances in the first price collection
period (i.e. in April 2006 and May 2006) and two instances in the second price collection
period (i.e. in October 2006 and November 2006) when we could not collect any price
data over the weekend.

16

For example, in the first three price collection periods, there were three instances when prices could not
be collected from stores (i.e. 17 March, 2006 when prices could not be collected from the two Gerbes
stores, Moser’s and Patricia’s, 9 February 2007 when prices could not be collected from the Gerbes on
Paris Rd and 23 February, 2007 when prices could not be collected from any stores except the two Gerbes
stores). In the fourth price collection period, prices were not collected at all from the Gerbes on Paris Rd. In
addition, on three instances prices were collected on Mondays. These were during the week of 24 March,
2006 when prices for Patricia’s and incumbent Walmart were collected on Monday and week of 7 April,
2006 and 8 September, 2006 when prices of Gerbes on Paris Rd were collected on Monday.
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Figure 2: Location of Grocery Stores in Columbia, Missouri

Northeast
Columbia
Moser’s
Gerbes (Broadway)
Gerbes (Paris Rd)
Second Walmart

Patricia’s
Incumbent
Walmart

Second Hy-Vee

Incumbent Hy-Vee

Schnucks
Third Walmart

Southwest
Columbia

Third Hy-Vee

Gerbes (Nifong)

South
Columbia

Although the city is small enough that consumers can shop in any one of the
stores, those living in Northeast Columbia are generally expected to shop at the four
stores in the immediate vicinity (i.e. Incumbent Walmart, Gerbes, Patricia’s, and
Moser’s) whereas consumers in Southwest Columbia are expected to shop at the three
stores in their vicinity (i.e. Gerbes, Hy-Vee, and Schnucks) and those in the South are
expected to shop at the Gerbes store in the neighborhood. The second Walmart entry
occurred in Southwest Columbia whereas the third Walmart entry occurred in South
Columbia. Strategically this makes sense, as Columbia city is being developed in these
directions and Walmart, by opening a dedicated Supercenter for each intra-city region, is
potentially capturing a share of consumer market across Columbia. A similar strategy
was presumably used by Hy-Vee, Inc. when it decided to open a second store in
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November 2009 in South Columbia and a third store in April 2010 in Northeast Columbia
thereby giving the corporation footholds in all three regions. Later in the paper, we
explicitly test for the effect of shortening distance between Walmart and competing stores
on prices and sales-tax revenues.
3.1.1. Summary Statistics of Price Data
We estimate the difference between Walmart prices and non-Walmart prices in
Columbia, Missouri by taking the logs of average Walmart and non-Walmart prices for
each product in 2006-08 dataset. Table 1 gives the product description and Table 2 puts
the prices in perspective.

Table 1.1: List & Description of Products Sold in Discount Stores & Grocery Stores
Product
Description
Whole Milk

1 gallon full fat cheapest

White Bread

1lb cheapest

Coca-Cola Coke

2-liter

Cereal

Kellogg Brand 18 oz

Budweiser Beer

12 oz, 12 pack

Dozen Eggs

A/AA, cheapest brand

Table 1.2: List and Description of Products Sold only in Grocery Stores
Product
Description
Iceberg Lettuce

Head

Bananas

per 1lb

Peaches

29 oz, Hunts/Del

Sweet Peas

15 oz, Del Monte/ Green Giant

Frozen Corn

16 oz, whole kernel Green Giant

Chicken

price per lb cheapest brand, Whole uncut

Ground Beef

price per lb cheapest brand

We find that Walmart’s prices are 13% lower on average than the prices of its
competitors in 2006-08. The price differences in our case study are slightly bigger than
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the overall 10% price difference found by Basker and Noel (2009) and smaller than the
30% premium for traditional food retailers over non-traditional grocery stores found by
Hausman and Leibtag (2007). The differences between the nature of the datasets gives
the most plausible explanation for the price differences as both Basker and Noel (2009)
and Hausman and Leibtag (2007) use a cross section of U.S cities and retail markets as
well as a much longer time period whereas we only focus on one retail market from
2006-08. We also illustrate in Table 2 the average ACCRA product prices during 20062008 in Columbia and find that these prices are in the same range as our hand-collected
Walmart and non-Walmart stores’ prices.

Table 2.1: Average Prices of Discount Store Products in 2006-2008
Product

Non-Walmart Stores
Price
SD

Walmart Stores* Log Diff Magnitude
Price
SD

ACCRA Prices

Whole Milk

3.17

0.34

3.22

0.47

0.02

-

White Bread

1.08

0.43

0.84

0.31

(0.25)

1.14

Coca-Cola Coke

1.36

0.15

1.19

0.15

(0.13)

1.29

Cereal

3.04

0.59

2.52

0.29

(0.19)

2.75

Budweiser Beer

9.90

0.57

9.43

0.39

(0.05)

Dozen Eggs

0.93

0.24

0.93

0.18

0

1.08

Table 2.2: Average Prices of Non-Discount Store Products in 2006-2008
Product

Non-Walmart Stores
Price
SD

Walmart Stores*
Price
SD

Log Diff Magnitude

ACCRA Prices

Iceberg Lettuce

1.11

0.21

0.94

0.17

(0.17)

1.06

Bananas

0.53

0.15

0.49

0.07

(0.08)

0.49

Peaches

1.93

0.33

1.63

0.23

(0.17)

1.82

Sweet Peas

0.87

0.20

0.73

0.07

(0.18)

0.79

Frozen Corn

1.33

0.39

1.02

0.19

(0.27)

1.23

Chicken

1.10

0.34

0.86

0.21

(0.25)

1.04

Ground Beef

2.53

0.59

2.40

0.39

(0.05)

-

* Average prices of the three Walmart Supercenters are calculated using weights assigned on frequency of
observations in our dataset from a given Walmart Supercenter.
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3.2. Distance Data
We use Google Maps distance calculator to find the shortest vehicular distance between
all grocery stores and the Walmart Supercenter nearest to them in Columbia. Distance
from the nearest Walmart for some grocery stores changed with the opening of two new
Walmart Supercenters while it remained the same for others. Table 3 below illustrates the
distances between the three Walmart Supercenters and its competitors. In this regard, the
distance from the nearest Walmart decreased for Kroger owned Gerbes (on Broadway
Street) and Hy-Vee upon Walmart’s first entry. After Walmart’s second entry, the
distance further decreased for the remaining Gerbes stores in Columbia. There was no
change in distance from the nearest Walmart for Moser’s, Patricia’s and Schnucks after
the two Walmart entries.

Table 3: Shortest Distance from Walmart Supercenter in Miles
Store

Incumbent Walmart

Broadway Walmart
(Entry 18 Oct, 2006)

Nifong Walmart
(Entry 19 Jan, 2007)

Broadway Gerbes (Southwest Columbia)

4.1

1(1<4.1)*

0.8 (0.8<1) **

Nifong Gerbes (Southwest Columbia)

5.6

5.7

5.3 (5.3<5.6) **

1

0.3 (0.3<1)*

5.1

2.1

2.3

5.2

6.2

3.7 (3.7<5.2) **

Hy-Vee (Southwest Columbia)
Schnucks (Southwest Columbia)
Paris Rd Gerbes (Northeast Columbia)

5.2

Moser’s (Northeast Columbia)

1.9

2.9

4.1

Patricia’s (Northeast Columbia)

0.9

6.4

5.7

*Distance decreases after entry by first Walmart Supercenter

**Distance decreases after entry by second Supercenter

3.3. Tax Revenue Data
In order to determine Walmart’s effect on revenues of competing grocery stores, we
requested data on sales-tax revenue for grocery stores from the Finance Department in
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the City of Columbia. The Finance Department did not give us access to tax revenue data
on individual stores due to confidentiality restrictions but we did get access to the
monthly data from 2004-2008 for combined sales-tax revenue for all businesses (except
the anchor grocery stores) in each of the four strip malls anchored by grocery stores.
These data include only the stores that opened prior to 2004 and remained in the strip
mall until 2008. Stores that entered or exited the market during this time period are not
included in the dataset. Later in the paper, we use the revenues in strip mall businesses as
a proxy for the revenues of the grocery stores anchoring these strip malls. Table 4 below
lists the locations of the strip malls along with supermarkets that anchor them and the
listed businesses that reside in them.
Table 4: Listed Businesses in Columbia Strip malls from 2004-2008
Broadway Market Place
(anchored by Walmart)

Broadway Shopping Center
(anchored by Gerbes)

Forum Shopping Center
(anchored by Schnucks)

North-County Shopping
Center
(anchored by Gerbes)

1. CHINA CHEF
2. COST CUTTERS
3. DOLLAR TREE STORES INC
4.SALLY BEAUTY COMPANY
INC
5. FASHION BUG #2420 INC
6. MG MIDWEST INC
7. MGA INC
8. MOVIE GALLERY US LLC
9. FACTORY CARD OUTLET

1. 50 MINUTE PHOTO
2. AIR & WATER SOLUTIONS
3. AIR & WATER SOLUTIONS
INC
4.COLUMBIA BEAUTY
ACADEMY
5. ZOO TOO
6. DAVID THE SALON
7. DESIGNER KITCHENS &
BATHS INC
8. GOWN HOUSE LLC
9. THE HAIR UNLIMITED
10. B NUTS & FRUIT TOO INC
11. PRO AM DRIVING RANGE
INC
12. SAM BROWNS INSTITUTE
OF COSMETOLOGY LLC
13. CROSSROADS WEST MUSIC
CENTER INC

1. ASE KENPO KARATE OF
COLUMBIA
2. BELLA VITA SALON &
BOUTIQUE
3. BRITE IMPRESSIONS LLC
4. CD TRADEPOST INC
5. CHRIS MCDS
6. COBBLERS BROTHERS LLC
7. FORUM BARBER SHOP
8. HOCKMANS ATA BLACK BELT
ACADEMY
9. HORTON ANIMAL HOSPITAL
10. I O METRO
11. INSIDE OUTLET INC
12. INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
GROUP
13. LITTLE GYM THE
14. MAXIMUM EDGE DISCOUNT
SPORTS SUPPLEMENT
15. NUCROWN INC
16. PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
17. PARTYLAND OF COLUMBIA
18. PENDULUM BOBS CLOCK
SHOP
19. POSTALANNEX +
20. SHADOW SKATE COMPLEX
21. SIFOX INTERNETWORKING
SERVICES INC
22. SLEEP RITE MATTRESS
SHOWROOM INC
23. T S ECT
24. TIGER TILE LLC
25. TK BROTHERS
26. TREATS UNLEASHED
27. TUESDAY MORNING INC

1. BIG B 1 HR CLEANERS/B
& B EQUIPMENT & SUPPL
2. CELLULAR CONNECTION
INC THE
3. LOON SHENG
4. OLAN MILLS STUDIO
5. ORSCHELN FARM &
HOME LLC
6. SPORTS CLIP
7. THERAPIE
8. UNIQUE GIFTS LLC
9. ASE KENPO KARATE OF
COLUMBIA
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4. Empirical Model and Results
The objective of our regression analysis is to determine whether Walmart Supercenter
entries significantly altered the trends in competing stores’ prices and whether price
responses are homogenous or heterogeneous across store and product types. We do not
isolate the causal effect of Walmart’s first entry in Columbia because prior to the two
entries of Walmart Supercenters analyzed in this paper there was already an incumbent
Walmart Supercenter in Columbia city, as well as two Walmart Discount Stores. The two
Discount Stores were closed just as the construction of the two new Supercenters neared
completion. The prior presence of these Walmart stores in the market means that the new
Walmart entries are unlikely to have the same differential impact on prices and revenues
of competing stores as a first Walmart entry would. It may well be that there is no impact
on price trends at all if competing stores are already charging their best prices.
Nevertheless, our contribution to the growing literature on Walmart’s impact is isolating
the effects of second and third Walmart entries on prices of competing grocery stores.

4.1. Price Effects of Walmart Entries
We start by estimating the differential effect of Walmart entries on prices of competing
grocery stores across the four time periods illustrated in figure 1. We do this in order to
estimate meaningful price-effects of Walmart entries when there was only one Walmart
supercenter in the market (Period 1: from 17 March, 2006 – 13 October, 2006), with two
Walmart supercenters (Period 2: from 27 October, 2006 – 30 November, 2006), with
three Walmart supercenters (Period 3 and 4: from 26 January, 2007 – 4 May, 2007 and
from 22 June, 2008 – 28 July, 2008). The regression equation is given below:
Ln(Pjkt)=βTrendt1+µTrendt2+αTrendt3+ δTrendt4 +τt1+ρt2+νt3+λt4+ ∑kjπkjProdkStorej+εjkt
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(I)

Where Ln(Pjkt) is the log price of product k in non-Walmart store j at time t. t1, t2,
t3 and t4 are intercept dummies for each of the four time periods. We use period 1 dummy
(t1) as the reference period for all our price regressions. Trendt1 represents the linear time
trend in period 1 for 17 calendar weeks from March-October, 2006 that is normalized to
zero in the middle of period 1 (i.e. from -8.5 to +8.5 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt2
represents the linear time trend in period 2 for four calendar weeks from OctoberNovember, 2006 that is normalized to zero in the middle of Period 2 (i.e. from -2 to +2
and is 0 otherwise). Trendt3 represents the linear time trend in period 3 for 13 calendar
weeks from January-May, 2007 that is normalized to zero in the middle of period 3 (i.e.
from -6.5 to +6.5 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt4 represents the linear time trend in period 4
for six calendar weeks from June-July, 2008 that is normalized to zero in the middle of
period 4 (i.e. from -3 to +3 and is 0 otherwise).
Unobserved product and store-specific heterogeneity (i.e. time-invariant
characteristic of product k in store j that is correlated with price) is accounted for by
interacting store and product dummy variables, which allow for each product in each
store to get a separate intercept in regression equation (I). The time period dummies (or
intercept dummies) for each of the four time periods allow us to control for any secular
trends in prices across stores in the four time periods.
The error term in our above fixed-effects specification cannot be considered i.i.d
for two reasons. First, price changes within a given supermarket chain for a given product
over time are likely going to be correlated. Second, price changes over time across
products within a given supermarket chain are going to be correlated due to intra-class
correlation. For example, some supermarket chains may decide to put certain products on
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sale every other week (“hi-lo” pricing) resulting in negative autocorrelation in the error
terms for these products as well positive intra-class correlation in the error terms across
products within the same supermarket chain. A third more serious concern is that price
changes may be correlated across supermarket chains. For example, our model may omit
potential time varying market-wide shocks to prices that result in price changes that are
correlated across several chains over time. Our estimates in this case will have omitted
variable bias and the error terms will be correlated across chains. Provided that our model
is correctly specified and that there are no omitted variables that are serially correlated,
our estimates will be unbiased and error terms can be assumed as uncorrelated across
supermarket chains. However, the intra-class correlation and autocorrelation in error
terms within the same chain will result in overestimation of significance levels and
erroneously inflated t-values. We therefore, allow for auto-correlation and intra-class
correlation in error terms within the same supermarket chain by clustering our standard
errors at the chain level.17
Out of the seven competing grocery stores in our dataset, the three Gerbes stores
belong to the same chain (Kroger Corporation) and the remaining four (Moser’s, Hy-Vee,
Schnucks, and Patricia’s) belong to smaller supermarket chains, each with only one store
in Columbia. As a result, by clustering our standard errors at the chain level, we allow for
auto-correlation and intra-class correlation in error terms within Moser’s, Hy-Vee,
Schnucks, Patricia’s and Gerbes stores. According to Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan
(2004) clustering of standard errors is a fairly reliable correction as long as the number of
clusters is sufficiently large, which is not the case in our study as we only have five
17

For a detailed intuition behind this clustering approach please see Appendix A that illustrates clustering
of standard errors in a simplified version of the regression equation (I) for two products in two stores
across four time periods.
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clusters. Other papers using large panel data to study Walmart’s price effects such as
Basker and Noel (2009) account for the intra-class correlation in the error term across
products over time in a given city by clustering the standard errors at the city level. Given
the large number of cities in the panel in such studies, clustering of standard errors at the
city level is very reliable in removing any downward bias in standard errors. In
comparison, we study Walmart’s price effects in one city and are therefore, only able to
cluster our standard errors at the chain level.
One method to get more accurate clustered robust SE with few clusters would be
to use bootstrap procedures as illustrated in the widely cited Cameron, Gelbach, and
Miller (2008), in particular their preferred wild clustered bootstrap-t procedure. In this
regard, studies with too few clusters such as Boylan and Mocan (2009) (12 clusters) and
Nguyen (2013) (10 clusters) have used CGM’s recommendation to bootstrap the tstatistic to generate more accurate clustered robust standard errors and p-values.
However, according to Webb (2012) when the number of clusters is smaller than ten like
in our case, CGM’s recommended bootstrap procedures may not be appropriate as there
are many instances of repeated t-statistics and relatively few unique bootstrap t-statistics
which consequently lead to underestimated standard errors. Therefore, after we cluster
our standard errors at the chain level in equation (I), there is no reliable way of removing
any downward bias in standard errors that may result from too few clusters.
Our fixed-effects estimates will be unbiased and consistent if timing of Walmart
entries are exogenous and uncorrelated with past, present and future values of time
varying unobservable factors. The results for this regression are given below in Table 5.
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As illustrated in column 1 of Table 5, we find evidence that prices are declining
on average by a statistically significant 0.5% per week over an 18 week period 1.
However, following Walmart’s second and third entry, we do not find any evidence of
further price declines in periods 2 and 3. In fact, the intercept coefficient for period 2 is
positive and statistically significant and indicates that, despite the statistically
insignificant decrease in prices during period 2, prices in the middle of period 2 are
significantly higher than they were in the middle of period 1. The trend and intercept
coefficients for period 3 are positive and statistically significant and suggest that prices in
the middle of period 3 are significantly higher than they were in middle of period 1. The
trend coefficient for period 4 is positive and the intercept coefficient is positive and
statistically significant. This suggests that prices in the middle of period 4 are
significantly higher than they were in the middle of period 1.
Our above results suggest that there is no negative price effect in the immediate
term or in the medium term following the opening of the second and third Walmart
Supercenters. We also find statistically significant evidence that prices in the middle of
periods 2, 3 and 4 are higher in comparison to prices in the middle of period 1. However,
for two reasons, we cannot interpret these positive and statistically significant intercept
coefficients as definitive evidence of price increases due to the residual demand curve of
competitors becoming less elastic in the aftermath of Walmart entries. First, we interpret
the sign and magnitude of intercept coefficient for periods 2, 3 and 4 with respect to
period 1. Therefore, any price decreases in period 1 due to unobservable factors may
result in positive and elevated magnitudes of intercept coefficients in periods 2, 3 and 4.
This will consequently result in us interpreting these intercept coefficients as price
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increases following Walmart entries when that is clearly not the case. Second, the
statistical significance of the intercept coefficients in periods 2, 3 and 4 are likely
overstated due to lack of reliability of our clustering approach. In light of these reasons,
we do not interpret the positive and statistically significant intercept coefficients in
periods 2, 3 and 4 as evidence of positive price effect of Walmart entries.
Table 5: Time Period Trends in Log Prices during 2006-08 and 2003-04
Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores
(2006-08Trend coefficients)
(2003-04 Trend coefficients)

1

2

Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores
(2006-08 Trend coefficients)
non-Discount
Discount

3

F-Test
Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores
Equality of
(2003-04 Trend coefficients)
Coefficients
non-Discount
Discount
Columns 3&4

4

5

6

7

Trendt1

-0.005***
(0.001)

0.001
(0.002)

-0.004**
(0.001)

-0.006*
(0..002)

0.32

0.002
(0.002)

0.0005
(0.003)

Trendt2

-0.003
(0.005)

0.003*
(0.001)

-0.008
(0.006)

0.004
(0.007)

2.62

0.006**
(0.001)

0.0001
(0.002)

Trendt3

0.004*
(0.002)

0.001
(0.001)

0.005
(0.003)

0.002
(0.002)

0.53

0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

Trendt4

0.003
(0.004)

-

0.008*
(0.003)

-0.002
(0.008)

1.92

-

-

t1
t2

-

-

0.052***
(0.005)

0.004
(0.004)

0.063**
(0.198)

0.039*
(0.016)

0.59

0.028**
(0.007)

-0.019
(0.009)

t3

0.053***
(0.009)

-0.006
(0.009)

0.060**
(0.087)

0.046***
(0.008)

0.30

-0.018
(0.015)

0.006
(0.020)

t4

0.168***
(0.015)

0.152***
(0.017)

0.188***
(0.015)

6.08*

-

-

Y
1538

Y
1539

-

Product*Store FE
Sample Size

Y
3379

-

-

-

Y
3077

Y
1821

-

Y
1558

-

F-TEST: JOINT TEST FOR EQUALITY OF ALL TREND AND INTERCEPT COEFFICIENTS (COLUMNS 3 AND 4): 13.78***
Each column represents a separate regression
Standard errors clustered at chain-level and in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

4.1.1. Is Walmart’s Second Entry Endogenous to Declining Prices in Period 1?
Endogeniety bias can be a concern in our estimates in equation (I) if the timing of
Walmart’s entry in period 2 is fine-tuned due to declining retail prices during period 1.
As it may take up to a year or two for Walmart to acquire the necessary zoning permits,
the actual timing of the second Supercenter may have been adjusted and fine tuned by
Walmart in light of declining retail prices during period 1. If this is the case, then we
cannot interpret our trend estimates and intercept coefficients as causal effects of
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Walmart’s entry. One symptom of exogenous Walmart entries will be an insignificant or
no delay between the initially announced entry date and actual date of opening of the
second Walmart Supercenter in period 2. For example, the initial announcement for
Walmart’s second Supercenter targeted October 2006 as the opening date almost eight
months in advance in March 2006 and was actually made in order to allow the city
engineers to plan and construct two roundabouts in the vicinity of the planned new
Walmart Supercenter (LeBlanc, 2006). Since the initial announcement was made for
engineering reasons before the beginning of period 1 and that the actual opening of the
new Walmart Supercenter went as scheduled on October 2006, we can assert that the
timing of Walmart’s second entry was not adjusted as a result of observed price patterns
in period 1.
4.1.2. Falsification Exercise
Besides endogeniety bias, the trends in prices within each of the four time periods can
also be influenced by other factors such as seasonal adjustments in prices. We cannot
control for these seasonal adjustments as we do not have multi-year data for each week of
each month in our 2006-08 price dataset. However, we can use our 2003-04 price dataset
to determine whether seasonal adjustments are driving our trend estimates in Column 1 of
Table 5. If both 2003-04 and 2006-07 prices for non-Walmart stores are following similar
trends then it will be an indication that we are confounding the effect of Walmart
Supercenter entries with price-effects of seasonal factors. In order to undertake a
meaningful analysis and for ease of reference with price trends in 2006-07, we divide the
2003-04 price dataset into three time periods (Period 1: from 16 July, 2003 – 14 October,
2003, Period 2: from 21 October, 2003 – 13 January, 2004, Period 3: from 20 January,
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2004 – 17 August, 2004). As medium-term prices are not available, we estimate
regression Equation (I) for non-Walmart stores with only three time trends.
As illustrated in Column 2 of Table 5, the signs and magnitudes of 2003-04 trend
and intercept estimates are different from the signs and magnitudes of trend and intercept
coefficients for 2006-07 prices. The key underlying assumption here is that the effect of
seasonal factors on prices is time invariant. In other words, seasonal factors have the
same influence on retail prices in 2006-07 as they do in 2003-04. Provided that this
assumption holds, we can assert that seasonal factors are not driving our estimates in
columns 1, 2 and 3 for 2006-07 prices in Table 5.
We next determine whether the price response to Walmart entries is
heterogeneous in nature and differs by product type, store type, region type and/or
geographical distance from the nearest Walmart Supercenter.

4.2. Differential Price Response by Product Type
When it came to buying discount store products, consumers within various vicinities of
Columbia had a wide array of options to choose from such as discount store chains like
Walgreens and Aldi as well as the Walmart Discount Stores that were closed prior to
opening of new Supercenters. In contrast, groceries or non-discount store products were
only available at the eight existing grocery stores before the entry of new Walmart
Supercenters. Therefore, we can expect that the competing grocery stores are already
charging their best prices for discount store products prior to entry by Walmart
Supercenters. We can also expect Walmart’s price effect to be more pronounced for nondiscount store products.
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As illustrated in Columns 3 and 4 of Table 5, we find evidence that non-discount
store and discount store product prices decline by a similar magnitude in period 1. We
cannot reject the null hypothesis of joint equality of trend coefficients for period 1 for
non-discount store products and discount store products, as illustrated in Column 5 of
Table 5. This consequently suggests that the competing grocery stores reduce prices by
similar margins for both discount store and non-discount store products in period 1. On
the other hand, we do reject the null hypothesis of joint equality of all intercept and trend
coefficients for the four time periods, which implies that prices for discount store and
non-discount store products are following different trends over the course of four time
periods.
Although the two types of products follow different price trends, neither exhibits
a sustained price decline after period 1 and following Walmart entries. The positive
intercept coefficients for periods 2, 3 and 4 in columns 3 and 4 suggests that prices for
both types of products are statistically significantly higher in the middle of periods 2, 3
and 4 in comparison to prices in the middle of period 1. This suggests that there is no
negative price-effect for both types of products in the short run and in the medium term
after Walmart entries.

4.3. Differential Price Response by Store Type
Out of the seven non-Walmart stores in our sample, the three Gerbes grocery stores in
Columbia belong to a national supermarket chain (Kroger Corporation) whereas the
remaining grocery stores belong to smaller regional supermarket chains. We estimate
regression equation (I) separately for Gerbes stores and smaller supermarkets to
determine whether Gerbes stores respond differently to Walmart entries in comparison to
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smaller supermarkets. We find evidence that this is not the case as we cannot reject the
null hypothesis of joint equality of all intercept and trend coefficients for the four time
periods for Gerbes stores and non-Gerbes stores, as illustrated in Table 6. This
consequently suggests that prices in Gerbes and non-Gerbes stores are following similar
trends over the course of four time periods.
The intercept and trend coefficients for period 2, period 3 and period 4 for both
Gerbes stores and smaller supermarkets are positive and statistically significant. This
suggests that prices in the middle of periods 2, 3 and 4 are significantly higher than prices
in the middle of period 1. Therefore, there is no evidence of a negative price effect on
both Gerbes and non-Gerbes stores in the short term and in the medium term after
Walmart entries.
Table 6: Time Period Trends in Log Prices for Gerbes Stores and non-Gerbes Stores
during 2006-08
Log Prices of Gerbes Stores

1

Log Prices of non-Gerbes Stores

F-test
Equality of
Coefficients
Columns 1&2

2

3

Log Prices of Gerbes Stores
non-Discount
Discount

4

5

Log Prices of non-Gerbes Stores
non-Discount
Discount

6

7

Trendt1

-0.007**
(0.001)

-0.004**
(0.001)

3.48

-0.003
(0.002)

-0.010***
(0..001)

-0.005*
(0.002)

-0.003*
(0.001)

Trendt2

-0.001
(0.004)

-0.004
(0.009)

0.06

-0.011
(0.005)

0.009
(0.004)

-0.006
(0.011)

-0.0007
(0.011)

Trendt3

0.006***
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

10.45***

0.008**
(0.001)

0.005***
(0.0003)

0.003
(0.004)

0.0003
(0.003)

Trendt4

0.012**
(0.002)

0.00002
(0.005)

5.90**

0.011**
(0.002)

0.013*
(0.004)

0.008
(0.006)

-0.009
(0.007)

0.61

0.087***

0.018*

0.045*

0.055*

(0.002)

(0.005)

(0.016)

(0.021)

t1
t2

-

-

-

-

-

0.055***

0.049***

(0.002)

(0.008)

t3

0.050**
(0.009)

0.056**
(0.017)

0.09

0.058*
(0.019)

0.042**
(0.006)

0.062
(0.037)

0.048**
(0.015)

t4

0.182**
(0.008)

0.165***
(0.022)

0.60

0.178***
(0.016)

0.187***
(0.008)

0.140***
(0.022)

0.194***
(0.024)

Y
1975

-

Product*Store FE
Sample Size

Y
1404

Y
756

Y
648

Y
1065

Y
910

F-TEST: JOINT TEST FOR EQUALITY OF ALL TREND AND INTERCEPT COEFFICIENTS (COLUMNS 1 AND 2): 2.09
Each column represents a separate regression
Standard errors clustered at store-level and in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%
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4.4. Differential Price Response by Region
We next estimate whether Walmart’s price effect on competing stores differs across the
three intra-city regions in Columbia illustrated in figure 2. As Walmart already had a
presence in one of the regions (Northeast Columbia) before its new entries in South and
Southwest Columbia respectively, we expect the stores located in the latter region to
respond differently to Walmart’s entries. We determine whether this is the case by
estimating regression equation (I) separately for grocery stores in Northeast Columbia
and for stores in South and Southwest Columbia. As illustrated in Columns 1 and 2 of
Table 7, we find evidence of larger price declines (0.6%) for stores in South and
Southwest Columbia during period 1 in comparison to stores located in Northeast
Columbia (0.3%). We reject the null hypothesis of joint equality of trend coefficients
during period 1 for grocery stores in Northeast Columbia and for stores in South and
Southwest Columbia, as illustrated in Column 3 of Table 7. This result confirms that the
negative price correction during period 1 is more pronounced for stores located in South
and Southwest Columbia in comparison to stores in Northeast Columbia. We also reject
the null hypothesis for equality of all intercept and trend coefficients for the four time
periods for grocery stores in Northeast Columbia and in South and Southwest Columbia.
This further suggests that prices are following different trends for grocery stores in
Northeast Columbia over the course of four time periods in comparison to stores located
in South and Southwest Columbia.
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Table 7: Time Period Trends in Log Prices for Stores in Northeast Columbia (NE) and
South and Southwest Columbia (SW) during 2006-08
Log Prices of Stores NE Columbia

1

Log Prices of Stores SW Columbia

2

F-test
Equality of
Coefficients
Columns 1&2
3

Log Prices of Stores NE Columbia
non-Discount
Discount

3

4

Log Prices of Stores SW Columbia
non-Discount
Discount

5

6

Trendt1

-0.003*
(0.001)

-0.006**
(0.001)

7.21**

-0.002
(0.001)

-0.005
(0.003)

-0.006*
(0.002)

-0.007*
(0.002)

Trendt2

-0.002
(0.009)

-0.003
(0.008)

0.0001

-0.002
(0.013)

-0.003
(0.009)

-0.013
(0.007)

0.008
(0.009)

Trendt3

0.003
(0.003)

0.005*
(0.001)

1.20

0.001
(0.005)

0.005
(0.002)

0.009**
(0.002)

0.0004
(0.004)

Trendt4

-0.006

0.010**
(0.002)

0.002
(0.003)

-0.015
(0.009)

0.013*
(0.004)

0.007
(0.007)

-

-

-

-

(0.004)

t1

-

t2

0.049**

-

0.055**

0.045

0.056*

(0.024)

(0.015)

(0.009)

0.0001

0.047
(0.026)

0.061**
(0.008)

0.071**
(0.035)

0.035*
(0.011)

0.163**
(0.019)

0.29

0.157**
(0.029)

0.207***
(0.024)

0.151**
(0.027)

0.177***
(0.019)

Y
1967

-

Y
1061

Y
906

(0.006)

(0.007)

t3

0.053*
(0.018)

0.054**
(0.014)

t4

0.180**
(0.027)

Product*Store FE
Sample Size

Y
1412

24.67***

0.30

Y
760

Y
652

0.077***

0.028

(0.022)

F-TEST: JOINT TEST FOR EQUALITY OF ALL TREND AND INTERCEPT COEFFICIENTS (COLUMNS 1 AND 2): 18.83***
Each column represents a separate regression
Standard errors clustered at chain-level and in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

In line with our earlier results, the intercept coefficients for both regions in
periods 2, 3 and 4 are positive and statistically significant. This suggests that the negative
price trend in period 1 is not sustained as prices in the middle of periods 2, 3 and 4 are
significantly higher than prices in the middle of period 1. We can therefore, assert that
there is no evidence of a negative price effect on supermarkets in both regions in the short
term and in the medium term after Walmart entries.
Overall our above results suggest that there is no evidence of the negative price
effect of Walmart entries. This result is consistent for all types of products, for grocery
stores of all sizes and for all intra-city regions in the short run and in the medium term
after Walmart entries. We next determine whether Walmart’s price effect is more
pronounced for stores whose distance from the nearest Walmart decreased significantly.
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4.5. Differential Price Response by Distance
We estimate the difference in Walmart’s price effect across time and across various
distances from competing grocery stores following the two Walmart entries using the
regression equation (II) given below:

Ln(Pjkt)= βLn(distancejt)+ ∑tτtTimet +∑kjπkjProductkStorej+εjkt

(II)

Where Ln(Pjkt) and ProductkStorej are the same as in Equation (I). Timet are time
period dummies (t1, t2, t3, and t4) in some specifications and control for secular trends in
prices that are constant across stores but vary over the four time periods. In another
specification, Timet are a full set of week dummies and control for secular trends in prices
that are constant across stores but vary over weeks. Ln(distance) represents the log of
distance of store j from the nearest Walmart at time t. If there is indeed a differential
negative price effect by distance, we expect the regression coefficient for Ln(distance) to
be positive and statistically significant.
The error term in our above fixed-effects specification cannot be modeled as i.i.d
because distance from the closest Walmart Supercenter only varies at the store level and
not within the same store for multiple product observations. As each additional product
within any given store does not provide any new information on the distance from closest
Supercenter, there is intra-class correlation in error terms for product observations within
a given store. We allow for this intra-class correlation within each of the three Gerbes
stores, Moser’s, Hy-Vee, Schnucks and Patricia’s by clustering our standard errors at the
store level. The results for this regression are given below in Table 8.
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Table 8: Differential Price Response by Distance of Walmart Entries in 2006-08
Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores

Log Prices of non-Walmart Stores
Only non-Discount Store products

Log Prices of non-Walmart Store
F-test
Only Discount Store products
Equality of Coefficients
Columns 3&5 Columns 4&6

1

2

3

4

0.003
(0.009)

0.00008
(0.011)

0.009
(0.023)

0.005
(0.025)

-0.005
(0.014)

-0.006
(0.012)

0.18

Time FE (Period Dummies)

Y

-

Y

-

Y

-

-

-

Time FE (Full Set of Week Dummies)

-

Y

-

Y

-

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

3379

3379

1821

1558

1558

-

-

LogDistancejt

Product*Store FE

Sample Size

1821

5

6

7

8

Standard errors clustered at store-level and in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

We do not find statistically significant regression coefficients for Ln(distance)
following the opening of the two new Walmart Supercenters.18 Although both regression
coefficients for Ln(distance) for non-discount store products are positive in Columns 3
and 4, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that they are statistically significantly different
from coefficients for discount store products in Columns 5 and 6. This result confirms
our earlier finding that the negative price effect is entirely absent in the aftermath of the
two Walmart entries.

4.6. Walmart’s Effect on Pricing Strategies
The grocery chains in Columbia are known to use different pricing strategies for their
respective products. For example, Walmart Supercenters tend to use relatively stable
prices with low variance and without sale price events for a majority of their store items
that is otherwise known as “every-day low prices” (Ellickson and Misra, 2008). On the

18

A potential reason why we do not find statistically significant regression coefficients is down to the
limited power of the model. The independent variable of interest (i.e. log of distance of store j from the
nearest Walmart at time t) changes only twice during 44 weeks and that too for four grocery stores, three of
which belong to the same chain.
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0.12

other hand, Hy-Vee and Gerbes stores use “hi-lo” pricing strategy that relies on frequent
discounts and promotions on a subset of store items (Jang, 2012 and Retailwire, 2012).
According to Ellickson and Misra (2008), supermarkets tend to coordinate their pricing
strategies by matching specific pricing strategies of their competitors in order to send a
consistent message to consumers in a given market. We next determine whether this
result applies in a dynamic treatment of competition with Walmart entries in Columbia.
In other words, we determine whether Walmart entries cause a change in pricing strategy
of its competitors as a result of these grocery stores potentially matching Walmart’s
pricing strategy of stable prices with low variance. We do this by analyzing the withinstore time series variance across the four time periods in figure 1. One key symptom of a
change in pricing strategies of competing grocery stores will be a significant change in
standard deviation of residuals from equation (I) for time periods after Walmart entries. If
competing grocery stores are potentially matching Walmart’s pricing strategy of stable
prices with low variance, we can expect the standard deviation of residuals from
regression equation (I) for time periods after Walmart entries (i.e. periods 2, 3 and 4) to
be significantly smaller than those for the time period before Walmart entries (i.e. period
1).
As illustrated in Table 9, the hypothesis of equality of variances across the four
time periods is rejected by the F-test statistics with the residuals from regression equation
(I) for period 1 having a standard deviation that is significantly bigger than the other three
time periods.19 This result suggests that competing stores are likely matching Walmart’s
pricing strategy of stable prices with low variance in the aftermath of Walmart entries.

19

Given that period 1 is significantly longer than periods 2, 3 and 4, it is possible that the length of time
periods may be responsible for differences in standard deviation of residuals across the four time periods.
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Table 9: Standard Deviation of Residuals in 2006-08 and 2003-04 Price Datasets
Standard Deviation of Residuals
(2006-08Prices)

Standard Deviation of Residuals
(2003-04 Prices)

1

2

Period 1 (t1)

0.22

0.12

Period 2 (t1)

0.19

0.14

Period 3 (t1)

0.17

0.13

Period 4 (t1)

0.18

-

Equality of Variances Test
(Levene Test)20

7.98***

2.25

Sample Size

3379

3077

*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

The within-store time-series variance across the four time periods can be influenced
by other unobserved factors such as seasonal discounts on prices. If both 2003-04 and
2006-07 prices for non-Walmart stores exhibit similar time series variance across time
periods then it will be an indication that it is the seasonal factors and not Walmart entries
that are influencing pricing strategies of competing grocery stores. We use 2003-04 price
data to determine whether this is the case and whether seasonal factors are driving the
standard deviation of residuals in column 1 of Table 10. As medium-term prices are not
available in our 2003-04 price dataset, we estimate regression equation (I) for nonWalmart stores for only three time periods as explained earlier in section 4.1.2. As
illustrated in column 2 of Table 10, we cannot reject the hypothesis of equality of
variances across the three time periods as residuals from regression equation (I) for 200304 prices exhibit standard deviations that do not change significantly across the three
time periods. These results suggest that seasonal factors are not responsible for altering
20

Levene (1960) uses the mean as the measure for central tendency and the test statistic is also robust to
non-normality of error distribution.
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the price strategies of competing stores and it is likely that it is the Walmart entries that
are influencing the pricing strategies of grocery stores.

5. Walmart’s Effect on Sales-Tax Revenues
As mentioned in section 3.3, the Finance Department of city of Columbia gave us access
to consolidated monthly tax revenue data from 2004 to 2008 for businesses located in
strip malls anchored by grocery stores. We believe this dataset is a good proxy for
revenues of grocery stores serving as anchors in these strip malls. According to Pashigan
and Gould (1998) and Gould, Pashigan and Prendergast (2005), name-brand department
stores and supermarkets serve as anchors for strip malls by driving mall traffic and
attracting consumers to other smaller businesses within a given strip mall. As a result,
they find evidence that mall store contracts are drafted as to internalize these positive
externalities from anchor stores through efficient allocation of space and through rent
subsidies to anchor stores and rent premiums to smaller businesses. In light of this
literature, we expect that any decrease in anchor grocery stores’ revenue due to reduction
in the number of consumers will result in declining sales-tax revenues of surrounding
businesses in the strip mall as well. The key underlying assumption here is that the price
trends of surrounding businesses in strip malls are not correlated with Walmart entries.
This is a fairly weak assumption as we do not expect the surrounding businesses in strip
malls illustrated in Table 4 to compete with Walmart Supercenters as these businesses are
either restaurants (China Chef and Papa John’s Pizza) and services providers (Cost
Cutters, The Hair Unlimited, Hockmans ATA Black Belt Academy etc.) or niche retailers
(Fashion Bug which sells plus-size clothes and Dollar Tree which sells each item for $1
or less). Therefore, we do not expect the prices of these surrounding businesses to be
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influenced by new Walmart entries. In this regard, if prices of these businesses in the
strip mall do not decrease in the aftermath of Walmart entries but their revenues are
decreasing than we can assert that this decline in revenues is caused by the decrease in
quantities sold.21 This is likely to happen if the anchor grocery stores in strip malls are
losing their consumer base to nearby Walmart Supercenters which in turn results in less
consumers shopping at the surrounding businesses in the strip mall and consequently
causes a decline in their sales-tax revenues. Therefore, if we were to find evidence of
negative impact of Walmart entries on sales-tax revenues of surrounding businesses in
strip malls, this will be consistent with anchor grocery stores in these strip malls losing
their consumer base to new Walmart Supercenters.
In order to test our above assertion, we estimate the causal impact of Walmart
entries on sales-tax revenue for surrounding businesses located in the same strip mall as
the competing grocery stores. We face two key limitations. First, only half of the
competing grocery stores in Columbia anchor strip malls and the remaining half are stand
alone grocery stores as illustrated earlier in Table 4. Second, we do not have storespecific tax revenue data for a given store in a given strip mall as our tax revenue data are
in the form of monthly sales-tax revenue data that are consolidated at the strip mall level.
These limitations consequently mean fewer observations and fewer degrees of freedom
for our regression analysis.
For the purposes of our econometric analysis, we divide the sales-tax revenue
dataset into two distinct time periods, pre-Walmart entries and post-Walmart entries, as
opposed to four time periods for our earlier price-effects analysis. This is because we do

21

If firm prices are not declining after Walmart’s entry then ∆(Log Revenue) = ∆Log (quantity) in ensuing
periods.
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not have enough monthly observations for the time period between Walmart’s second and
third entry as well as for the time period in the medium term to estimate a regression
equation with four time trends.22 As a result, we define the pre-Walmart entries’ time
period as from January 2004 to September 2006 when there was only one incumbent
Walmart Supercenter in the market. The post-Walmart entries’ time period is from
October 2006 to May 2008 and encompasses the opening of two new Walmart
Supercenters.

5.1. Tax Revenue Trend Analysis
We first determine whether there was a statistically significant change in tax revenue
trends following new Walmart entries in strip malls anchored by competing grocery
stores. We do this by including trend variables for pre- and post- Walmart entry time
periods in regression Equation (III), and estimate a regression equation with two time
trends. The regression equation (III) is given below:

ln(STRjt)= βTrendt1+µTrendt2+τt1+ρt2+∑jπjStripmallj+εjt

(III)

Where ln(STRjt) is the log sales-tax revenue of strip mall j at time t. t1 and t2 are
time period dummies (or intercept dummies) for each of the two time periods whereby
we use period 1 dummy (t1) as a reference. Trendt1 represents the linear time trend in
period 1 for 33 calendar months from January 2004 to September 2006 that is normalized
to zero in the middle of period 1 (i.e. from -16.5 to +16.5 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt2
represents the linear time trend in period 2 for 20 calendar months from October 2006 to
22

Between Walmart’s second entry in October and its third entry in February, we only have four months of
tax revenue data for three stores, in other words 12 observations.
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May 2008 that is normalized to zero in the middle of period 2 (i.e. from -10 to +10 and is
0 otherwise).
We remove unobserved strip mall-specific heterogeneity (i.e. time-invariant
characteristics of strip malls) that is correlated with tax revenue trends through strip mall
fixed-effects. The intercept dummies mentioned above for the two time periods control for
any common (across-strip mall) time period-specific variations in tax revenues. Our
fixed-effects estimates will be unbiased and consistent if timing of Walmart entries are
exogenous and uncorrelated with past, present and future values of time varying
unobservable factors.
Information on consolidated tax revenues varies only at the strip mall level
because we do not have store-specific tax revenue data in a given strip mall. We also do
not expect the consolidated tax revenue observations for a given strip mall to be serially
correlated over time. As we do not expect observations to be correlated within strip malls,
we assume that the error terms in our above fixed-effects specification are i.i.d.

Table 10: Effect of Walmart’s Entry on Tax Revenue Trends
Log Sales-Tax Revenue
Non-Walmart Stores
Trend Coefficients
1

Trendt1

0.010***
(0.002)

Trendt2

-0.003
(0.004)

t1

-

t2

0.035
(0.032)

Strip mall FE
Sample Size

Y
159

Each column represents a separate regression
Standard errors in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%
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As illustrated in Table 10, we find evidence that tax revenues are on average
increasing by a statistically significant 1% per month over a 33-month period 1.
However, the trend estimate for period 2 is markedly different from the trend estimate in
period 1 as it is negative and statistically insignificant. We find that tax revenues in the
strip malls included in our data on average decrease by 0.3% over a 20-month period 2.
This negative trend explains why the coefficient of the intercept dummy for period 2 is
positive but is not statistically significant and implies that the average sales-tax revenues
in the middle of period 2 are only marginally higher than average sales-tax revenues in
the middle of period 1. These results suggest that tax revenues are affected significantly
in the aftermath of Walmart’s entries, which is indicative of a decrease in number of
consumers shopping at strip malls anchored by competing grocery stores.
We next determine whether Walmart’s effect on tax revenues differs by
geographical distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall. The distance from
the nearest Walmart decreases for both strip malls anchored by Gerbes stores and quite
significantly for the strip mall anchored by the Gerbes on Broadway Street as illustrated
in Table 3 above. We can therefore, expect a large proportion of consumers shopping at
the Gerbes-anchored strip malls to shift their allegiances to new Walmart-anchored strip
malls. We test explicitly for the effect of decreasing distance from the nearest Walmart
Supercenter on sales-tax revenues of strip malls anchored by competing grocery stores.

5.2. Differential Effect on Tax Revenues by Distance
We estimate the differences in Walmart’s potential negative tax revenue-effect across
various distances from strip malls anchored by competing grocery stores and across time
using the regression equation given below:
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Ln(STRjt)= βLn(distancejt)+ ∑tτtTimet +∑jπjStripmallj+εjt

(IV)

Where ln(STRjt) and Stripmallj are the same as in Equation (III). Ln(distancejt)
represents the log of distance from the nearest Walmart for stripmall j at time t. We also
add time fixed-effects (Timet) by including year dummies to control for any common
(across-strip mall) year-specific variations in tax revenues and month dummies to control
for seasonality. In another specification, Timet are a full set of time dummies for each
month in each year to control for secular trends in tax revenues that are constant across
strip malls but vary over time. The results for this regression are given below in Table 11.

Table 11: Differential Effect on Tax Revenue by Distance
Log Tax Revenues of non-Walmart Stores
Differential Effect by Distance
1

LogDistancejt

Year FE
Month FE
Time FE
Stripmall FE
Sample Size

2

0.081**
(0.038)
Y
Y
N
Y
159

0.070*
(0.041)
Y
Y
159

Standard errors in parenthesis
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

We find evidence that tax revenues on average decrease by 0.07-0.08% for every
1% decrease in distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall. This implies that
when the distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall for example decreases
from two miles to one mile the average monthly sales-tax revenue for a strip mall
anchored by a competing grocery store decreases by 5.5%. This result suggests that the
negative sign on the period 2 trend coefficient in Column 1 of Table 10 is driven by
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shortening of distance from nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall. More importantly, this
result suggests that competing grocery stores are losing their consumer base to nearby
Walmart Supercenters.

6. Discussion
Our above results are in line with the existing empirical literature that finds a negative
price response to Supercenter entries in the range of 0-3%. In terms of geography, our
case-study approach to isolate the effect of Supercenter entries in one city is similar to
Singh, Hansen and Blattberg (2006) who also do not find any evidence of negative price
response in the aftermath of entry by a Walmart Supercenter. In absence of price
competition, we expect an immediate-term scenario of declining revenues in competing
supermarket chains and a medium-term scenario of consumer base consolidation through
improved quality of consumer services.

6.1. Immediate-term Scenario
As prices are not decreasing in the aftermath of Walmart entries but the revenues of
competing stores appear to be decreasing, we conclude that this decline in revenues is
caused by the decrease in quantities sold. This is likely to happen if competing stores are
losing their price-sensitive consumers to nearby Walmart Supercenters. The absence of
price declines by competing stores is also an indication that the competing stores are
targeting their price-insensitive consumer segment in the immediate term by
differentiating themselves from the new Supercenters. Such a scenario would be
consistent with predictions of theoretical models such as Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011)
that do not predict a general decrease in prices by competing stores provided that there is
a significant segment of price-insensitive consumers in the market.
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6.2. Medium-term Scenario
In absence of price competition, the incumbent grocery stores in Columbia may compete
for price-insensitive consumers by improving the quality of consumer services through
less stock-outs and by providing more product variety as in Matsa (2011). One way
competing stores may improve the quality of their customer services and consolidate their
customer base in the medium term is through investments in new retail technologies and
by opening new stores. This would be consistent with predictions of theoretical models
such as Ellickson (2006) who predicts that firms in retail markets would engage in an
endogenous investment game by incurring sunk investments to provide a wide variety of
product categories at low cost to a large and varied consumer base. This scenario is
suggested by Hy-Vee’s decision to open two new stores in Columbia in the medium term
(i.e. within three years after the Walmart entries). The first store was opened on
November 2009 on the site of a former Walmart Discount Store, whereas the second
store opened on April 2010 on the site of the former Megamarket (Hy-Vee, 2012).
Following the opening of these new stores there were no news reports of a price war with
other grocery stores in close proximity. In fact, the store management made it very clear
in the accompanying media campaign that the focus will be on improving customer
services rather than on lowering of prices, “We really put all of our energy into what HyVee is, what we can do for our customers and what value we can bring to a community
and then let the customers decide where they want to shop. If we do the kind of job that
we should, Columbia right now can handle these Hy-Vee stores” (Mitchell, 2009). This
development suggests that the retail market in Columbia in the medium term may be
described by an endogenous investment game whereby firms incur sunk investments to
improve quality of customer services. This assertion is consistent with the observation
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that even six years after the entry of two new Walmart Supercenters, none of the
incumbent supermarkets have exited the market. This suggests that competing
supermarkets have successfully differentiated themselves from the Walmart Supercenters
and are not competing directly with them on prices.

6.3. Study Limitations
There are quite a few limitations in our research design and datasets that deserve
mention. First, we only estimate the differential effect of second and third Walmart
entries and do not quantify the effect of the first Walmart entry in Columbia. Most
economic literature on Walmart, on the other hand, estimates the impact of a first
Walmart Supercenter entry on competing grocery stores. Therefore, a direct comparison
between our results and this economic literature may not be appropriate. Another
limitation is the case-study nature of this study. We only estimate Walmart’s impact in
one city and do not have a cross section of cities experiencing similar secondary entries
by Walmart Supercenters. Therefore, we cannot control for city characteristics and other
price determinants unique to Columbia that are correlated with Walmart’s two entries and
prices. We provide two examples of such city characteristics that may influence
supermarkets prices in Columbia.
According to Stone, Artz and Myles (2002), the rapid expansion of Walmart’s
supercenter format is driven by conversion of already existing Discount Stores in rural
counties with little population and income growth. Therefore, Walmart supercenters in
most markets are likely capturing existing sales from closed Discount Stores and
competing supermarkets rather than new sales from rapidly growing markets. In markets
with little population and income growth, the impact of entry by a low-cost Walmart
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Supercenter will cause an inward shift in the residual demand curve of its competitors.
However, this scenario may not be applicable for Columbia due to the rapid expansion of
the city in the past decade as noted in section 2.2. Furthermore, as illustrated in figure 1,
the opening of the new Walmart Supercenters in South and Southwest Columbia also
targets new sales from the continued outward expansion of the city. This suggests that the
inward shift in residual demand curves of competitors following Walmart entries may be
mitigated by the outward shift in demand from population growth in Columbia. We
cannot control for this city characteristic of Columbia, which potentially explains why we
don’t find negative price effect of Walmart’s entries.
Supermarket prices in Columbia may also be influenced by unobserved
manufacture or supplier-level shocks to prices around the time of Walmart entries.
Furthermore, price responses in the short run may be subject to how much discretion the
managers of competing supermarkets have in setting prices. Nakamura (2008) uses a
panel dataset composing of 7000 stores belonging to 33 supermarket chains across 50
cities in 2004 and finds evidence that 65% of the variation in prices is common across
stores belonging to the same chain. This suggests that prices are likely set centrally by
supermarket chains for their stores within a given region and that store managers may
have little influence in setting prices. This is also consistent with our conversation with
the store manager for one of the Gerbes stores who confirmed that prices for the three
Gerbes stores in Columbia are coordinated centrally. According to Levy, Bergen, Datta,
and Venable (1997) there could be significant menu costs associated with price setting,
which explains why a centrally coordinated price setting strategy may be profit
maximizing for supermarket chains. If prices are indeed being set centrally by a given
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supermarket chain for a certain number of stores in the mid-Missouri region than it is
likely that the store(s) belonging to that supermarket chain in Columbia may not be as
price responsive to Walmart’s entry in comparison to a supermarket whose manager has
full discretion in setting prices. This could potentially explain why we don’t find a
significant negative price effect of Walmart’s entries in Columbia in the short run.

7. Conclusion
This paper contributes to the existing economic literature on Walmart Supercenters by
quantifying the price effect of secondary Supercenter entries into a specific retail market
that is Columbia, Missouri. We use high-frequency hand-collected price data spanning
four time periods from 2006 to 2008 and also incorporate the precise change in driving
distance from the nearest Walmart Supercenter in our price analysis. We also estimate the
effect of Supercenter entries on sales-tax revenues of businesses in supermarket-anchored
strip malls, which serves as a proxy for effect of Supercenter entries on revenues of
anchor supermarkets. We do not find evidence of negative price effect either in the
immediate term or in the medium term following the opening of the two Walmart
Supercenters. However, we do find evidence that tax revenues for businesses in strip
malls anchored by competing grocery stores on average decrease by 0.07-0.08% for
every 1% decrease in distance from the nearest Walmart-anchored strip mall. Given that
prices are not decreasing in the aftermath of Walmart entries but the revenues of
competing stores appear to decrease, we conclude that this decline in revenues is caused
by the decrease in volume of quantities purchased as a result of competing stores losing
their price-sensitive consumer base to nearby Walmart Supercenters.
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Overall our results suggest that competing grocery stores in Columbia do not
engage in price competition with Walmart Supercenters and instead in the medium term
incur sunk investments to improve quality of customer services. This narrative is backed
by Hy-Vee’s decision to open two new stores in Columbia within three years of Walmart
Supercenter entries.
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APPENDIX A: Clustering of Standard Errors
We estimate price-effects of Walmart entries when there was only one Walmart
supercenter in the market (Period 1: from March, 2006 – October, 2006), with two
Walmart supercenters (Period 2: from October, 2006 – November, 2006), with three
Walmart supercenters (Period 3 and 4: January, 2007 – May, 2007 and from June, 2008 –
July, 2008).
A simplified version of the regression equation is given below for two products
(milk and bread) in two stores (Gerbes and Schnucks) across four time periods.

Ln(Pjkt)=A+βTrendt1+µTrendt2+αTrendt3+ δTrendt4 +τt1+ρt2+νt3+λt4 +
ηGerbesj*milkk+θGerbesj*breadk+ΦSchnucksj*milkk+σSchnucksj*breadk +εjkt

(I)

Where Ln(Pjkt) is the log price of product k in non-Walmart store j at time t.
Unobserved product and store-specific heterogeneity (i.e. time-invariant characteristic of
product k in store j that is correlated with price) is accounted for by interacting store and
product dummy variables, which allow for each product in each store to get a separate
intercept in regression equation (I).
t1, t2, t3 and t4 are intercept dummies for each of the four time periods in
regression equation (I) and controls for secular trends in prices that are constant across
the milk and bread products in Gerbes and Schnucks stores. We use period 1 dummy (t1)
as the reference period for our price regression.
Trendt1 represents the linear time trend in period 1 for 17 calendar weeks from
March-October, 2006 that is normalized to zero in the middle of period 1 (i.e. from -8.5
to +8.5 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt2 represents the linear time trend in period 2 for four
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calendar weeks from October-November, 2006 that is normalized to zero in the middle of
period 2 (i.e. from -2 to +2 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt3 represents the linear time trend in
period 3 for 13 calendar weeks from January-May, 2007 that is normalized to zero in the
middle of period 3 (i.e. from -6.5 to +6.5 and is 0 otherwise). Trendt4 represents the linear
time trend in period 4 for six calendar weeks from June-July, 2008 that is normalized to
zero in the middle of period 4 (i.e. from -3 to +3 and is 0 otherwise). Our fixed-effects
estimates from regression equation (I) will be unbiased if timing of Walmart entries are
exogenous and uncorrelated with past, present and future values of time varying
unobservable factors entering into the error term. The robustness of this assumption is
discussed in more detail in section 4.1.1.
To get a better understanding of correlation in the error terms in our model, the
error terms from the regression equation (I) are illustrated in Table below.
Gerbes Store

t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4

B
Gerbes-Milk (j=1, k=1)
e111
e112
e113
e114

Schnucks Store

C
Gerbes-Bread (j=1, k=2)
e121
e122
e123
e124

D
Schnucks-Milk (j=2, k=1)
e211
e212
e213
e214

E
Schnucks-Bread (j=2, k=2)
e221
e222
e223
e224

Assumption 1: Error terms are uncorrelated over time for a given product within a given
grocery store. In other words, error terms are uncorrelated over time within columns B,
C, D and E.

Assumption 2: Error terms are uncorrelated over time across the products in a given
grocery store. In other words, error terms are uncorrelated over time across columns B
and C and across columns D and E.
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Assumption 3: The model is correctly specified and there is no omitted variable (such as
time-varying store/product-specific shocks to prices) that is serially correlated.
If all three assumptions do not fail than standard errors from regression equation
(I) are correct and there is no need to cluster the standard errors. However, we expect
various types of potential correlations over time in the error term that are not captured by
the fixed effects as illustrated below:

Case I (Assumption 1 fails):
Example: Schnucks decides to put bread on sale every other week (hi-lo pricing). In this
case, there is no omitted variable bias in our estimates in equation (I), however the error
terms for bread observations in Schnucks are going to be negatively auto-correlated i.e.
error terms are going to be negatively serially correlated within Column E. We can
account for this type of correlation by clustering our standard errors at store*productlevel.

Case II (Assumption 2 fails):
Example: The manager of Schnucks decides to adopt a pricing strategy whereby all price
increases happen for both products but price decreases are independent. In this case, there
is no omitted variable bias in our estimates in equation (I), however there is going to be
intra-class correlation. In this regard, the more instances of this type of price increases,
the higher will be the positive intra-class correlation. In other words, the error terms are
going to be correlated across columns D and E. We can allow for this type of correlation
within a given chain by clustering our standard errors at the chain-level.
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Case III (Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 fail):
Example: Schnucks decides to put all groceries (bread and milk) on sale every other
week. In this case, there is no omitted variable bias in our estimates in equation (I),
however the error terms for both bread and milk observations in Schnucks are going to be
negatively auto-correlated i.e. error terms are going to be negatively serially correlated
within Column D and E. Furthermore, there is going to be positive intra-class correlation
as price trends for the two products within Schnucks are going to be correlated across
columns D and E. We can allow for this type of correlation within a given chain by
clustering our standard errors at the chain-level.

Case IV: (Assumption 1 and Assumption 3 fail)
Example: The supplier of milk to Schnucks raises its price in week 20. Schnucks
responds by raising the price of milk in weeks 20, 21, 22 and 23. In this case, as the
grocery chain-specific shock to prices is omitted from our model, it will introduce
upwards omitted variable bias in our trend estimate for period 2 prices. Milk prices are
also going to be serially correlated resulting in positive auto-correlation in error terms for
milk observations in Column D. In this case, clustering of standard errors at
store*product-level cannot address the omitted variable bias in our estimates from
equation (I).

Case V: (Assumption 1, 2 and 3 fail)
Example: The supplier of milk to Schnucks and Gerbes raises its price in week 20.
Schnucks and Gerbes respond by raising the price of milk in weeks 20, 21, 22 and 23. In
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this case, as the market-wide shock to prices is omitted from our model, it will introduce
upwards omitted variable bias in our trend estimate for period 2 prices. Milk observations
are going to be positively serially correlated within and across grocery chains (i.e. error
terms are going to be positively serially correlated within and across columns B and D).
In this case, clustering of standard errors at chain-level cannot account for inter-class
correlation in milk observations across the two grocery stores and also cannot address the
bias in our estimates from equation (I).

Discussion:
The first three cases are examples of pure serial correlation i.e. our model is correctly
specified but assumptions 1 and 2 fail and the error terms are serially correlated within
grocery chains. We allow for this type of auto-correlation and intra-class correlation in
product prices within the same grocery chain by clustering our standard errors at the
chain level.
The latter two cases (Case IV and V) are a more serious concern as they are
examples of impure serial correlation i.e. our model is not correctly specified and is
omitting a variable that introduces bias in our estimates besides also introducing serial
correlation in the error terms within and across grocery chains. This omitted variable bias
in our estimates as well as the interclass correlation in error terms across grocery chains
cannot be addressed through clustering. Therefore, the key underlying assumption for
estimating equation (I) is that our model is correctly specified and that there is no omitted
variable that is serially correlated i.e. assumption 3 does not fail. In other words, there are
no grocery store-specific or market-wide shocks to product prices other than entries by
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Walmart Supercenters, the effect of which is being captured through our estimates in
equation I.
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Chapter 3: Price Effects of Minimum-wage Hikes
1. Introduction
A key prediction of standard models of competitive labor markets is that industry-wide
cost shocks such as minimum-wage increases are passed onto consumers in the form of
higher prices (Cahuc and Zylberberg, 2004). However, there is a dearth of economic
literature on the subject that explores the possibility of a price pass-through following
minimum-wage changes. This is particularly perplexing as changes in retail prices can
have major welfare implications for consumers. At the same time, a retail price passthrough analysis can tell us whether it is the consumers or the firms that bear the heavier
burden of costs in the aftermath of increased wage floors.
This paper builds on the empirical models of Aaronson (2001) and Katz and
Krueger (1992a) and uses a dataset on U.S minimum-wage histories from 1993-2012
along with micro-level price data on specific food products in the fast-food industry
during the same time period. Our main contribution is identification of a price passthrough from federal and state minimum-wage hikes using fixed-effects specifications.
This is aided by the fact that we observe all five federal minimum-wage increases in our
dataset from 1993 to 2012. Furthermore, 32 states increased their wage floors above the
federal level at some point between 1993 and 2012 (see appendix B). This allows for
identification on two levels. First, a federal minimum-wage hike can lead to varying
changes in effective minimum wages across different states depending on their current
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state minimum-wage rates.23 Second, state minimum-wage hikes result in an increase in
effective minimum-wage rates in some states while others experience no change in their
effective minimum-wage rates. We can then use the time and spatial variation in effective
minimum-wage rates to separate the effects of minimum-wage changes on prices from
the effects of other variables changing during the same time period.
Using difference-in-difference specifications, we find evidence that minimum-wage
increases are associated with statistically significant increases in fast-food prices.
However, we also find evidence that minimum-wage hikes are in fact endogenous to
prevailing costs of living and correlated with the error term. This endogeniety bias
suggests that that actual minimum-wage price elasticity may be much smaller than as
estimated in earlier empirical literature on the subject.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the second section, we discuss the
existing literature on the subject. The third section highlights the fast-food prices data and
minimum-wage histories of U.S states from 1993-2012. The fourth section presents
evidence of price increases and endogeniety and the fifth section concludes.

2. Existing Empirical Literature
The existing literature on minimum-wage price effects treats minimum-wage increases as
industry-wide cost shocks, which are passed through in the form of higher prices for all
firms in a competitive industry. Empirical literature on the subject is limited but studies
such as Katz and Krueger (1992a), Card and Krueger (1995), Aaronson (2001), and
Aaronson and Macdonald (2000) are most relevant to us as they focus almost exclusively
on the restaurant industry using micro-level price data.
23

If the state minimum wage rate is above the federal minimum wage then the state minimum wage is
classified as the effective minimum wage. Likewise, if the state minimum wage is below the federal
minimum wage then the federal minimum wage applies and is classified as the effective minimum wage
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Katz and Krueger (1992a) use data on restaurants in two states (New Jersey and
Pennsylvania) and use the 1992 New Jersey minimum-wage episode as a basis for their
difference-in-difference estimation. They do not find statistically significant evidence of
a price pass-through. In another related study, Katz and Krueger (1992b) use the April
1991 wage hike in Texas to estimate the effect on prices. As with their earlier study, they
focus their attention on fast-food items and do not find any statistically significant
evidence of a price pass-through. The key limitation of these studies is the small size of
the dataset that relies primarily on one minimum-wage episode for identification. This
consequently results in estimates with large standard errors. Card and Krueger (1995) try
to mitigate the shortcomings of these earlier studies by using a broader panel consisting
of food-away-from-home Consumer Price Indices of 27 cities across a three-year time
period. Using 1990-91 federal minimum-wage increases as a basis for their difference-indifference estimation, they do not find statistically significant evidence of price increases
in the aftermath of wage hikes.
In comparison to the studies mentioned above, Aaronson (2001) uses a much larger
dataset that combines the minimum-wage histories of the United States and Canada from
1978-1995 with price data on restaurants and fast-food outlets from Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) CPI for food-away-from-home and American Chamber of Commerce
Research Associate (ACCRA) cost of living index. Using time-series reduced-form
equation for differenced data and exploiting the variation in minimum wages across time
and states, he finds evidence that fast-food prices increase by 0.12-0.16% using ACCRA
price dataset and by 0.072% using BLS’s CPI dataset for every 1% increase in the
minimum-wage rate. Aaronson (2001) puts these differences down to nature of price
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datasets as ACCRA price dataset uses prices from fast-food outlets such McDonald’s,
Kentucky Fried Chicken and Pizza Hut that are known to implement minimum-wage
laws and employ a significantly large number of minimum-wage workers, which may not
be the case for all restaurants in the BLS’s CPI data.
One key limitation of the above study is that it does not include price data for U.S
states with the most active minimum-wage history as most of these states did not
regularly take part in ACCRA pricing surveys during the time period of the study. This
not only results in lost degrees of freedom but also limits the identification to federal
minimum-wage hikes. In another related paper, Aaronson and Macdonald (2000) focus
primarily on the price effects of the federal minimum-wage increases in 1996-97. Using
BLS CPI for food-away-from-home for 76 cities during this time period, they find
evidence that for every 1% increase in the minimum wages, prices increase by 0.073%.
Both of these studies find evidence that the price response is almost immediate as price
increases happen within the two-month period surrounding a minimum-wage increase.

3. Data Description
3.1. Fast-Food Price Data
We base our analysis on micro-level retail price data from the American Chamber of
Commerce Research Association (ACCRA). This dataset allows us to avoid the “broad
categorization” problems generally associated with price data and gives us access to
prices of specific products of the fast-food industry in hundreds of U.S. cities.24

24

ACCRA city is an urbanized area in an MSA where the density of residential settlement is at least 1,000
persons per square mile (ACCRA Manual, 2012). ACCRA instructs participants to ensure that the price
report reflects the urbanized area actually covered for data collection. If the price report covers the entire
urbanized area within a given MSA then the area designation is the metropolitan area name. On the other
hand, if the price report covers only a certain portion of the urbanized area then the concerned city or
county’s name suffices (ACCRA Manual, 2012).
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The price data are obtained from the quarterly publications of ACCRA’s Cost of
Living Index from the third quarter of 1993 to the third quarter of 2012. 25 These quarterly
publications are constructed with the help of local chambers of commerce in participating
cities where the price data from 5-10 retail establishments are collected by local
volunteers in the first week of each quarter. The sample of cities in each quarterly
publication varies from issue to issue as participation in the price survey is strictly
voluntary. As a result, certain cities have more representation while others only report
prices for a few quarters before disappearing from the sample altogether.
We illustrate cities’ representation in our dataset in Table 1 using two data
specifications. First we report results using the full dataset that includes 577 cities from
50 states appearing in at least one quarter and second, we select a subset of 252 cities
from 46 states that report prices for 60% or more quarters and refer to this dataset as the
“frequent cities” dataset.26 For our full dataset, of the total 162 state minimum-wage
hikes from 1993-2012, we have price data for at least one city from a given state for the
quarter before, quarter of, and quarter after for 148 minimum-wage increases.27 Of the
total of five federal minimum-wage hikes in our full dataset, we have price data for at
least one city from a given state for quarter before, quarter of, and quarter after the

25

We have six time periods missing from our panel as information on prices is not available for1994Q-1
and ACCRA fourth quarter report was discontinued after 2007 resulting in information on prices not being
available for 2008Q-4, 2009Q-4, 2010Q-4, 2011Q-4 and 2012Q-4.
26
District of Columbia is dropped as it is not part of any U.S. state.
27
We do not have price data for quarter encompassing all eight state minimum-wage hikes in Maine, for
one out of four wage hikes in Hawaii, for one out of 12 wage hikes in Oregon, for two out of five wage
hikes in Rhode Island, for one out of 11 wage hikes in Vermont, and for one out of 14 wage hikes in
Washington.
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minimum-wage enactment for all states with the exception of Maine, New Hampshire,
South Dakota, Rhode Island, Hawaii, and New Jersey.28
For our frequent cities dataset, cities from New Jersey, Hawaii, Rhode Island and
Maine are dropped due to their infrequent presence in ACCRA price surveys. Of the total
162 state minimum-wage hikes from 1993-2012, we have price data for at least one city
from a given state for the quarter before, quarter of, and quarter after for 126 minimumwage hikes. With regards to federal minimum-wage hikes, we have price data for at least
one city from a given state for quarter before, quarter of, and quarter after the wage hike
for all states with the exception of New Jersey, Hawaii, Rhode Island, Maine, New
Hampshire, and South Dakota.
For the cities represented in full and frequent cities datasets, the percentage of
workers at or below the minimum wage and the average minimum-wage hikes
experienced is about the same in both datasets which suggests that city omissions in
frequent cities’ dataset can be treated as random (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011).
Table 1: Cities’ Representation in ACCRA Price Dataset
Datasets

full dataset (Cities represented in at
least one Quarter)
frequent cities dataset (Cities
represented in 60% or more Quarters)

Number of
Cities

Number of
States

Average
Number
of
Effective State Minimumwage Changes

Percentage of Workers at or
below Minimum Wage29

577

50

3.0

5.2

252

46

2.7

5.3

In other studies using ACCRA panel datasets, the sub dataset consisting of
frequent cities ranges from cities represented in 60% or more quarters in Basker (2005) to

28

We do not have price data for quarters encompassing two federal minimum-wage hikes in Maine, one in
Nevada, one in New Hampshire, one in South Dakota, two in Rhode Island, two in Hawaii, and two in New
Jersey
29
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011
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90% or more quarters in Aaronson (2001). The percentage is generally lower for panel
datasets with longer time periods and vice versa because more cities are likely to drop out
of ACCRA pricing surveys if the time period is longer.
For ease of comparison with results in Aaronson (2001), we collect the ACCRA
price data for three specific products sold in fast-food restaurants. As illustrated in Table
2, these products are McDonald's Quarter Pounder (“Hamburger”), 13 inch thin-crust
regular cheese pizza at Pizza Hut and/or Pizza Inn (“Pizza”), and fried chicken (thigh and
drumstick) at Kentucky Fried Chicken and/or Church’s Fried Chicken (“Chicken”). We
focus on the products of fast-food restaurants because such establishments are known to
employ a significant proportion of minimum-wage workers. These minimum-wage
workers account for a significant proportion of the total industry costs (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2011). As a result, any increase in labor costs due to minimum-wage increases
makes these restaurants ideal candidates to study the possibility of a price pass-through.
Furthermore, workers at fast-food establishments fall under the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) and are eligible for federal or state wage floors depending on whichever is the
highest (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011). Hence, we do not have to worry about the
presence of service or tipped workers at these establishments. Our three chosen products
are also homogeneous across all states and time periods from 1993 to 2012.
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Table 2.1: List and Description of Fast Food Products
Product
Description
Hamburger

McDonald’s Quarter Pounder

Pizza

Pizza Hut/Pizza Inn Pizza
13 inch thin-crust regular cheese pizza

Chicken

Kentucky Fried Chicken/Church’s Fried Chicken
Thigh and Drumstick

Table 2.2: List and Description of Other Food Products
Uncut Chicken

price per lb cheapest brand

Beef

ground beef price per lb cheapest brand

Eggs

one dozen A/AA, cheapest brand

Cheese

parmesan Grated 8 oz. canister, Kraft brand

Potatoes

5 lb. sack, white or red, lowest price

Bread

price loaf (lowest price per oz. in each store)

Steak

T-bone, price per pound

Table 2.3: List and Description of Services
Phone

monthly costs - private residential line,
total costs except for long distance calls
office visit - general practitioner average
charge for established adult patient
office visit - teeth cleaning for established
adult patient, no exam
1st run (new release) indoor 6 -10pm
Saturday evening rates, no discounts
average price per line (game) Saturday
evening with rates in effect from 6 -10pm
man's barbershop haircut, no styling

Doctor
Dentist
Movies
Bowling
Haircut

Along with the three fast-food products, we also use the ACCRA prices of
specific food products as well as service products for our falsification specifications as
illustrated in Table 2. The food products are beef, uncut chicken, eggs, cheese, potatoes,
bread, cereal, and steak. These food products are typical items sold at grocery stores and
therefore, their prices cannot be considered as input prices for our three fast-food items.
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The service products are phone bills, doctor visits, dentist visits, movies, bowling, and
haircut.
3.1.1. Summary Statistics
We report the descriptive statistics for the three fast-food products, eight food products
and six service products from the ACCRA survey as given in Table 3 below. We make
use of coefficient of variation estimates as a measure of relative variability in prices and
find that prices in the refined frequent cities dataset and full dataset have roughly the
same variance and means. This suggests that dropping infrequent cities from the dataset
does not substantially alter price variation.

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Fast-food Products (Log Prices)
Mean

SD

CV

30

Sample Size

Full Dataset (Cities represented in at least one Quarter)
Hamburger

2.51

1.07

42.64

21663

Pizza

9.42

1.43

15.15

21663

KFC Chicken

2.83

1.16

40.86

21663

Beef

2.00

0.71

35.57

21663

Chicken

1.00

0.23

22.76

21663

Cheese

3.61

0.54

15.09

21663

Potatoes

3.07

1.04

33.76

21663

Bread

1.04

0.33

31.89

21663

Steak

7.28

1.78

24.48

21663

Eggs

1.18

0.43

36.41

21663

Cereal

2.78

0.63

22.67

21663

Phone

29.53

30.57

103.52

21663

Doctor

64.77

21.63

33.39

21663

Dentist

71.54

18.49

25.85

21663

Haircut

10.74

3.43

31.96

21663

Bowling

2.99

0.95

31.83

21663

Movie

7.04

1.48

21.05

21663

30

Coefficient of Variation is the ratio of standard deviation to the mean multiplied by 100
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Frequent Cities Dataset (Cities represented in 60% or more Quarters)
Hamburger

2.51

1.08

43.11

15527

Pizza

9.42

1.42

15.13

15527

KFC Chicken

2.83

1.15

40.76

15527

Beef

2.00

0.71

35.48

15527

Chicken

1.00

0.23

22.59

15527

Cheese

3.61

0.54

14.95

15527

Potatoes

3.06

1.01

33.14

15527

Bread

1.04

0.32

30.61

15527

Steak

7.29

1.76

24.16

15527

Eggs

1.17

0.42

35.65

15527

Cereal

2.77

0.63

22.53

15527

Phone

29.53

30.78

104.21

15527

Doctor

64.86

21.19

32.67

15527

Dentist

71.54

18.29

25.57

15527

Haircut

10.74

3.34

31.04

15527

Bowling

2.99

0.93

31.17

15527

Movie

7.07

1.41

19.97

15527

3.2. Minimum-wage Data
Minimum-wage data are obtained from three sources. The federal minimum-wage data
(minimum-wage rates and enactment dates) are obtained from the U.S. Department of
Labor’s website (U.S. Department of Labor, 2012). The historical state minimum-wage
data without the enactment dates were also obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor’s
website (U.S. Department of Labor, 2012). This dataset was then corroborated with
history of state minimum-wage enactment dates from the Fiscal Policy Institute for 19962006 as well as from state governments’ websites for the remaining years to form a
comprehensive dataset with state minimum-wage rates and their enactment dates from
1993-2012.
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3.2.1. Federal Minimum-Wage Hikes
We observe five federal minimum-wage increases in our data. Minimum wages increased
on October 1, 1996 (when it increased from $4.25/hr to $4.75/hr), September 1, 1997
(when it increased from $4.75/hr to $5.15/hr), July 24, 2007 (when it increased from
$5.15/hr to $5.85/hr), July 24, 2008 (when it increased from $5.85/hr to $6.55/hr) and
July 24, 2009 (when it increased from $6.55/hr to $7.25/hr).
Sandwiched in between these federal minimum-wage increases are many instances of
state minimum-wage changes. In our analysis, the only minimum-wage changes of
economic interest are those where the effective minimum wage in a state changes as a
result of either a federal or a state minimum-wage hike.
A federal minimum-wage hike may have one of the four types of impact on effective
minimum wages of U.S. states as illustrated below:
i.

States whose effective minimum wages are at the old federal level receive the full
brunt of the new federal minimum-wage hike;

ii.

States whose effective minimum wages are between old and new federal levels
also see an increase in their effective wage floor but this increase is less steep than
in first case;

iii.

States whose effective minimum wages are at or above the new federal levels see
no minimum-wage spikes following an increase in the federal wage floor;
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iv.

Some states experience a contemporaneous spike in their effective minimumwage rates every time the federal minimum-wage increases due to laws that keep
their minimum wages above the new federal wage.31
These above four types of impacts on effective minimum wages and the consequent

varying changes in effective minimum wages are illustrated in Table 4 given below:

Table 4: Number of U.S States affected by Federal Minimum-wage Hikes
Federal Minimumwage Increases
October 1, 1996
September 1, 1997
July 24, 2007
July 24, 2008
July 24, 2009

Type 1-Full
Effect
40
43
22
20
25

Type 2-Intermediate
Effect
3
3
1
9
8

Type
3-No
Change
6
3
24
20
16

Type
Pegged
1
1
3
1
1

4-

Overall
=50
=50
=50
=50
=50

3.2.2. State Minimum-Wage Hikes
Apart from the federal minimum-wage hikes, we also use increases in state minimum
wages across different states to identify the effects of minimum-wage changes on prices.
State minimum-wage changes happen on three levels as illustrated below:
i.

Effective minimum wages are not impacted regardless of state minimum-wage
hikes as long as the new state minimum-wage levels remain below the federal
minimum-wage rates. For example, when Kansas increased its minimum-wage in
1991 from $1.60 to $2.65, the effective minimum wage was not impacted as
federal minimum wage at the time was $4.25. We do not observe such minimumwage increases in our dataset from 1993-2012;

31

For example, Connecticut kept its state minimum wage at a constant level above the new federal rate
following the federal minimum wage spikes in 1996 and 1997
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ii.

Effective minimum wages are impacted when some states periodically raise their
state minimum-wage levels above the federal minimum-wage rates by passing
laws in the state legislature;

iii.

Effective minimum wages are also affected when some states peg their state
minimum wages to the CPI and annually adjust the state wage floors by a
calculation using the prior year’s CPI.

The latter two adjustments to the state minimum wages result in higher effective
minimum wages (as illustrated in the glossary of all state minimum-wage hikes from
1993-2012 in the appendix). Since there was no federal minimum-wage hike between
1997 and 2007, we have a situation where some states experienced several minimumwage changes during this period while others had no minimum-wage increases. This
consequently creates periodic variability in effective minimum-wage rates across
different states. We use the size and incidence of these changes to isolate the effects of
minimum-wage changes on prices from the effects of other variables changing at the
same time.
3.2.3. Nominal Minimum Wages vs Real Minimum Wages
The federal minimum wage and most state minimum-wage rates are not indexed to the
price level, and therefore, their purchasing power changes continuously from month to
month. In nominal terms, the minimum wages have risen steadily due to various
legislative wage hikes but in real terms the minimum wage reached its peak purchasing
power in 1968 and since then the real minimum wage has not risen as fast as overall
prices. We control for the varying purchasing power of minimum wages by using time
fixed effects in some specifications and by controlling for inflation in others.
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3.3. Merging of Price and Minimum-wage Data
We match the ACCRA prices collected by local volunteers on a quarterly basis in the
first week of first month of a given quarter in a given year with the effective minimum
wage at that time.32 Most minimum-wage hikes in our dataset are enacted in the first
month of each quarter; however there are some instances when the minimum-wage hikes
are enacted in the second or third month of a quarter (see appendix B). 33 For such
instances, we treat the minimum-wage hikes as happening in the first month of the next
quarter in order to match the price collection date with the effective minimum wage at
that point in time. We also treat the minimum-wage hikes that happen in the middle of
first month of a given quarter as happening in the first month of the next quarter. This is
because ACCRA prices are collected by local volunteers within the first week of first
month of a given quarter and therefore, need to be matched with effective minimum wage
at that time.
We do not include cities in our dataset that straddle the borders of multiple states as
fast-food prices in such cities may be affected by minimum-wage laws in neighboring
states. This can consequently bias our estimates as prices may be influenced in a given
city without any change in the effective minimum-wage rate of the state.34

32

The local Chambers of Commerce participants survey are requested to survey at least 5 local
McDonald's, Pizza Hut and/or Pizza Inn, and Kentucky Fried Chicken and/or Church’s Fried Chicken
establishments in the first month of each quarter in participating cities (ACCRA Manual).
33
Federal minimum wage hike on September 1 1997, California minimum wage hikes in March 1997 and
1998, Delaware minimum wage hike in May 1999, Florida minimum wage hike in May 2005, Minnesota
minimum wage hike in August 2005, and Maryland minimum wage hike in March 2006.
34
We drop 414 observations as a result of this adjustment. The dropped ACCRA cities are as follows:
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria DC-VA, Augusta-Aiken GA-SC, Quad-Cities IL-IA, Fargo-Moorhead
ND-MN, Bristol VA-TN, Winchester VA-WV, Davenport-Moline-Rock IA-IL, St Louis MO-IL, and
Kansas City MO-KS. These ACCRA cities are dropped because price reports from these urbanized areas
cover more than one state.
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4. Statistical Model
We combine the ACCRA price dataset with data on each city/state’s effective minimumwage history to form a panel such that price changes in a fast-food restaurant in location i
at time t are matched to the changes in minimum wage in location i at time t. It is
important to note that unobserved state-specific heterogeneity (i.e. time-invariant
characteristics of states) is likely correlated with minimum-wage legislation. For
example, politically conservative southern states historically have no state minimumwage hikes in comparison to politically liberal states that adjust minimum wages on a
regular basis. In addition, unobserved city-specific heterogeneity is also likely correlated
with minimum-wage legislation as time invariant sociopolitical attitudes in metropolitan
cities historically drive the minimum-wage adjustments at the state-level. Hence, not
controlling for this unobserved heterogeneity will result in OLS estimates that are biased
upwards. We address this issue of unobserved heterogeneity by using various firstdifference and fixed-effects specifications.

4.1. First-Difference Estimates
For our first-difference specifications, we estimate the regression equation by
differencing the data. The differenced regression equation is given below:

∆ln(Pit)= A+β1∆ln wit+∑t βtTimet+εit

(I)

Where ∆ is a one quarter differencing operator in our regression equation and wit
is the minimum-wage level for location i at time t. Pit is the price level at time t in
location i. Unobserved city-specific heterogeneity in our first-difference specifications is
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removed through differencing of data. We use three first-difference specifications to
isolate the effect of minimum-wage hikes on prices. In our first specification, we use year
dummies to control for any common (across-city) year-specific variations in prices and
quarter dummies to control for seasonality. For our second specification, we use year and
quarter dummies and also include quarterly U.S. inflation to account for any common
trends in fast food prices attributable to inflation. For our preferred third specification, we
use Timet that represents a full set of time dummies for each quarter in each year. As the
full set of time dummies already account for any common quarterly trends in prices, we
do not include controls for U.S. inflation in this specification. Our first-difference
estimates will be unbiased and consistent if minimum wage legislations are exogenous
and uncorrelated with past, present and future values of city-specific time-varying
unobservable factors.
Any measurement error associated with sample-selection process from ACCRA
pricing surveys (see section 3.1.) will not bias our first-difference estimates as long as it
is limited to the left-hand-side variable (log price) and is uncorrelated with the righthand-side variable (minimum wages). Such measurement error will only result in a loss
of efficiency and will not bias our estimates. What is concerning, however, is the cities’
attrition (both temporary and permanent) in our dataset that results from some cities
participating more frequently in ACCRA pricing surveys as opposed to others whose
participation is more sporadic. This consequently results in an unbalanced panel and can
be a concern for our first-difference specifications. This is because, due to data
differencing, we lose observations on two levels: first, we lose two observations for each
time period that is missing from our panel, and second, we lose observations for cities
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that do not report prices for a previous quarter. In the latter case, if we are losing too
many observations for cities from states with active minimum-wage histories then cities’
attrition can significantly reduce the efficiency of our first-difference estimates. One
symptom of this problem will be a significant difference between the number of state
minimum-wage hikes from 1993-2012 and those that are actually observed in our full and
frequent cities datasets when we have price data for at least one city in a given state for
the quarter before, quarter of and quarter after the minimum-wage enactment. As
illustrated in section 3.1, of the total 162 state minimum-wage hikes from 1993-2012, we
observe 148 minimum-wage increases for our full dataset and 126 minimum-wage
increases for frequent cities dataset. This suggests that cities attrition in our dataset is
unlikely to be a cause of major concern for our first-difference estimates.
Error terms in our first-difference specifications cannot be considered as i.i.d for
two reasons. First, minimum-wage hikes experienced within a given city over time are
likely correlated. For example, some cities experience minimum-wage hikes on an annual
basis as a result of state minimum-wage rates being pegged to the CPI, which results in
annual adjustment of state wage floors by a calculation using the prior year’s CPI.
Therefore, minimum-wage hikes over time within such cities cannot be considered as
independent and error terms are going to be serially correlated. Second, minimum-wage
hikes over time across cities within a given state are going to be correlated. This is
because the minimum wage varies at the state level and information on wage hikes may
be independent across states but not within the same state for multiple city observations.
As each additional city within any given state does not provide any new information on
the minimum-wage rate, the larger the number of cities in our dataset for any given state
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the larger is the intra-class correlation. A third more serious concern is that minimumwage hikes may be correlated across states. For example, our model may omit potential
time varying regional shocks to costs of living that result in minimum-wage hikes that are
correlated across several states over time. Our estimates in this case will have
endogeniety bias and the error terms are going to be correlated across states. Provided
that our model is correctly specified and that there are no omitted variables that are
serially correlated, our estimates will be unbiased and error terms can be assumed as
uncorrelated across states. However, the intra-class correlation and autocorrelation in
error terms within states will result in overestimation of significance levels and
erroneously inflated t-values. One viable option is to allow for arbitrary autocorrelation
and intra-class correlation within the same state through clustering of standard errors at
the state level in our regression analysis.35 According to Bertrand, Duflo, and
Mullainathan (2004) this is a fairly reliable correction as long as the number of clusters is
sufficiently large, which is the case with our dataset as we estimate minimum-wage
effects on fast food prices in 49 states. We therefore cluster the standard errors at the state
level for our first-difference specifications.
The first-difference estimates are given below in Table 5 for both the frequent
cities dataset (columns 1,3,5…) and full dataset (columns 2,4,6….) for all state and
federal minimum-wage hikes from 1993-2012.

35

If only autocorrelation was a concern, we would cluster at the city-level.
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Table 5: First-difference Estimates of the Impact of Minimum-Wage hikes on Fast-food
Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
Log Quarterly Change in Prices
(McDonald’s Hamburger)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(1)
Wage hike 0.054
(t)
(0.185)

0.079
(0.194)

0.048 0.078
(0.186) (0.195)

0.014
(0.031)

(6)

(7)

Log Quarterly Change in Prices
(Kentucky Fried Chicken)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

-0.005 0.057 0.108 0.052
0.107 -0.008
(0.028) (0.191) (0.199) (0.193) (0.200) (0.042)

(13)

Log Quarterly Change in Prices
(Pizza Hut Pizza)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

0.014 -0.145 -0.171
(0.037) (0.176) (0.186)

-0.139
(0.179)

-0.169
(0.187)

-0.014
(0.033)

(18)
-0.008
(0.027)

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Time FE

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

U.S. Inflation N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

0.06
13337

0.06
17741

0.82
13337

0.91
13337

0.91
17741

Adjusted R2 0.06
Sample Size 13337

0.06
17741

0.82
0.06 0.06
0.07 0.07
17741 13337 17741 13337 17741

0.86
13337

0.85
17741

0.06
13337

0.06
17741

0.07
13337

0.07
17741

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

We do not find any statistically significant evidence of price pass-through for
Hamburger, Chicken and Pizza responses even though we would expect to reject the null
hypothesis of no price effect roughly 5% of the time even if there is no price passthrough.36 Our first-difference estimates only capture the cotemporaneous impact of
minimum-wage increases. Therefore, it is possible that in the immediate-term there is no
impact of minimum-wage increases and price variation due to minimum-wage increases
is potentially happening over medium/long-term. A significant difference between signs,
magnitudes and statistical significance of our first-difference and fixed-effect estimates
given below will lend support to this assertion.

4.2. Panel Estimates
Our second specification estimates a regression using an unbalanced panel with city and
time fixed effects. The panel regression equation is given below:
ln(Pit)= A+β1lnwit+ ∑t βtTimet+∑i βiCityi+εit

36

(II)

We can expect at least one coefficient to be statistically significant at 5% level of significance.
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Where wit is the minimum-wage level for location i and time t. Pit is the price
level at time t in location i. Cityi is an indicator for each city in the dataset that captures
time invariant price differences across cities. For our panel specifications we use a similar
set of controls as used for our first-difference specifications whereby our preferred
specification makes use of the frequent cities dataset and time fixed effects and city fixed
effects to isolate the effect of minimum-wage changes on prices. As with our firstdifference specifications, we allow for arbitrary autocorrelation and intra-class correlation
within the same state through clustering of standard errors at the state level for our fixedeffects specifications. Our fixed-effects estimates are given below in Table 6 for frequent
cities dataset (columns 1,3,5…) and full dataset (columns 2,4,6….) for all state and
federal minimum-wage hikes from 1993-2012.

Table 6: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Minimum Wages on Fast-food Restaurant Prices
from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
(1)
Log wage
(t)

Log Quarterly Prices
(McDonald’s Hamburger)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

Log Quarterly Prices
(Kentucky Fried Chicken)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

0.143*** 0.131*** 0.177***0.164*** 0.131*** 0.113*** -0.013 0.002 0.018 0.033 -0.020 -0.009 0.039
(0.054) (0.051)
(0.050) (0.048)
(0.036) (0.031) (0.055) (0.051) (0.056) (0.052) (0.056) (0.049) (0.043)

(14)
0.033
(0.042)

Log Quarterly Prices
(Pizza Hut Pizza)
(15)
(16)
(17)
0.006 0.0004
(0.045) (0.044)

(18)

0.042
0.039
(0.040) (0.038)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Time FE

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

U.S. Inflation N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

0.61
15527

0.62
21663

0.84
15527

0.85
21663

0.44
15527

0.76
15527

0.76
21663

Adjusted R2 0.59
Sample Size 15527

0.60
21663

0.45
0.46
0.47
21663 15527 21663

0.71
0.72
0.30
15527 21663 15527

N

0.31
21663

0.33
15527

0.34
21663

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

We find evidence that for every 1% increase in minimum wages there is
approximately a 0.11-0.18% increase in Hamburger prices that is robust to various
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controls for both the full dataset and frequent cities dataset. Hamburger estimates from
our preferred panel specification with Timet and using frequent cities dataset are an order
of magnitude bigger than our first-difference Hamburger estimates. We do not find any
evidence of price pass-through for Chicken and Pizza responses. Since the magnitudes of
our fixed-effects estimates for Hamburgers are bigger and statistically significant in
comparison to our first-difference estimates, it suggests that our fixed-effects estimates
are potentially driven by medium/long-run relationships between prices and minimum
wages. We test explicitly for different short-run and long-run price effects of minimumwage increases in section 4.3.
Our estimates with full set of time dummies (Timet) for each quarter in each year
are smaller in comparison to estimates with only season and year fixed effects. This is
because adding Timet purges the model of any common quarterly trends in prices that are
driving the estimates in specifications without Timet. In this regard, the price effects of
minimum wages are identified by variation in minimum-wage rates across quarters
within each year. As federal minimum wages do not vary on a quarterly basis, inclusion
of Timet purges the model of effects of federal minimum-wage changes on prices. We
therefore expect the federal minimum-wage changes to be driving the comparatively
bigger estimates in specifications without Timet in columns 1 and 2 of Table 6. To
determine whether this is indeed the case, we estimate equation II with only federal
minimum wages for those 20 states where the effective minimum wage is also the federal
minimum-wage rate from 1993-2012 and who only experience a minimum-wage increase
when there is a change in the federal minimum-wage rate.37 As illustrated in Table 7, we

37

These 20 states where the effective minimum-wage increases by the same margin following the five
federal minimum-wage increases are as follows: Alabama, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
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find evidence that both Hamburger and Chicken prices increase by a statistically
significant 0.45% and 0.25% respectively for every 1% increase in the federal minimumwage rate in comparison to 0.11-0.18% we find for Hamburger prices in Table 6. We
later find evidence that endogeniety bias is driving our panel estimates in both tables 6
and 7.

Table 7: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Federal Minimum-wage Changes on Fast-food
Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
Log Quarterly Food Prices
McDonald’s Hamburger
1
2
Log wage
(t)

0.415***
(0.042)

Kentucky Fried Chicken
3
4

0.452***
(0.047)

0.217***
(0.058)

0.252***
(0.054)

Pizza Hut Pizza
5
6
-0.294*** -0.321***
(0.047)
(0.036)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

0.59
7115

0.60
9758

0.46
9758

0.30
7115

0.31
9758

Time FE
2

Adjusted R
Sample Size

0.45
7115

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

Our results are best interpreted within the context of a monopolistically
competitive market with all firms facing constant marginal cost and a downward-sloping
constant-elasticity demand function. Suppose constant marginal cost equals c and the
absolute value of the elasticity of residual demand equals  than the profit maximizing
price P is:
P=



 1

c

The pass through rate can then be determined as dP/dc:

Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, West Virginia, Wyoming, Indiana, New Hampshire.
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d ( /   1)

c
 1
dc
(  1)  d / dc    ( d / dc)

=

c
 1
(  1)2

dP/dc =

=

 (  1)  ( d / dc)  c

d / dc

c 
  1 (  1)2
(  1)2

As all firms have constant marginal cost and face downward sloping constant
elasticity demand function, it implies that

is dP/dc =



 1

d
= 0 and the pass-through rate
dc

. Therefore, if  = 4 the pass-through rate is 1.33 (for example, if marginal

cost increases by $1, prices will increases by $1.33) and if  = 2 the pass-through rate is
2. In other words, the lower is the elasticity the higher is the market power and higher is
the price pass-through rate.
Within the above context, an industry-wide cost shock to fast food items such as
hamburgers will increase the price of hamburgers by the affected labor type’s share of
operating cost. Specifically for McDonald’s Corporation, by using the annual report from
December (2011), we determine that the restaurant workers’ share of company operating
expenses is approximately 22 percent (McDonald’s Annual Report, 2011). On the other
hand, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the percentage of workers earning at
the minimum-wage level in the fast-food sector is approximately 25 percent (Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2011). This suggests that a cost shock to Hamburgers in the form of a
1% increase in the minimum-wage rate will increase Hamburger prices by approximately
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0.05% in case of full price pass-through.38 This rough estimate consequently implies that
the price effect of 0.11-0.18% we find for Hamburgers is beyond the range of full price
pass-through and indicates that McDonald’s Corporation holds significant market power
in the fast food industry. However, our Hamburger estimates are significantly bigger than
Aaronson (2001) who finds Hamburger estimates in the range of 0.06-0.09% in the
quarter of the minimum-wage increase using ACCRA price data. There are a number of
possible explanations that may explain this inconsistency in estimates and over-shifting
of minimum-wage increases to consumers.
First, the percentage of workers earning at the minimum-wage level in
McDonald’s restaurants, according to some sources, may be as high as 57% (National
Employment Law Project, 2012). This revised percentage figure for minimum-wage
workers will consequently increase our full price pass-through estimate for Hamburgers
to 0.13 which is well within the range of our Hamburger estimates.39
Second, the inconsistency of our estimates with Aaronson (2001) may be
explained by non-constant elasticity of residual demand for McDonald’s Hamburgers. In
this regard, Aaronson (2001) estimates price effects of minimum-wage increases from
1986-1993 during which time McDonald’s corporation held only 15% of market share of
the hamburgers market (Mazze and Michman, 1998). In comparison, we estimate price
effects of minimum-wage increases from 1993-2012 during which time McDonald’s
market share steadily grew and as of 2011 stands at approximately 50% of the market

38

Affected labor share of operating costs in this case will be as follows: restaurant workers’ share of
company operating expenses (0.22) * percentage of workers earning at the minimum-wage level (0.25) =
0.05
39
Affected labor share of operating costs in this case will be as follows: restaurant workers’ share of
company operating expenses (0.22) * percentage of workers earning at the minimum-wage level (0.57) =
0.13
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share (Weisenthal, 2011).40 Under the assumption of constant elasticity of residual
demand, any price increases in McDonald’s Hamburgers from 1993-2012 would be
accompanied by a proportionate change in quantity purchased, and this relationship
would be fixed during this observation period. However, given McDonald’s increasing
market share during the same time period, it may not be reasonable to assume that the
relationship between price and quantities’ purchased is fixed over the entire observation
period from 1993-2012. Instead it is quite likely that McDonald’s residual demand has
become less elastic due to its increasing market share, which potentially explains the
differences in price pass-through estimates in Aaronson (2001) and our study.
Third, unobserved state-specific time-varying shocks to costs of living such as a
shock to food prices may be correlated with increasing fast-food prices and with
minimum-wage legislations. This means that minimum-wage increases may be
endogenous and correlated with the error term. If this were true, the above fixed-effects
estimates are going to have an upwards endogeniety bias as they include fast-food price
increases attributable to time-varying costs of living shocks. This can potentially explain
why we observe over-shifting of minimum-wage increases to consumers. In later
specifications, we test to determine whether endogeniety bias is driving our panel
estimates for Hamburgers upwards. We find that this is indeed the case which suggests
that the actual price effect for Hamburgers might well be in the neighborhood of our
rough estimate for full pass-through and that the observed over-shifting of minimumwage hikes is driven by endogeniety bias.

40

Business Insider acquire the market share estimates from Morgan Stanley Research which used company
annual reports to estimate McDonald’s fast food market share. Mazze and Michman (1998) also use
company annual reports to estimate market shares in Food Industry.
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4.3. Are Minimum-wage Legislations Endogenous?
One important concern is whether minimum-wage changes can be treated as exogenous
events. State minimum wages, in particular, are set by legislators who may be concerned
about prevailing economic conditions and its effects on their re-election chances.
Unobserved state-specific time-varying shocks to costs of living such as a shock to food
prices may be correlated with increasing fast-food prices as well as with minimum-wage
legislations. In this regard, state legislators, in an effort to appeal to low-wage voters,
may from time to time opt to raise the minimum-wage rates if prices of basic amenities
and food prices in general are high in a given state. For example, the New York
Assembly Speaker and his counterpart; Speakers Sheila Oliver in New Jersey and
Speaker Chris Donovan in Connecticut, stated the following in an opinion piece for
newspapers while pushing for higher minimum wages: “In New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut, we are also failing our working families because we do not increase the
minimum wage each year to keep up with the rising cost of living” (Haigh, 2012). Other
states (such as Vermont, Oregon, Washington and Florida) have already found permanent
solutions and have indexed their minimum-wage rates to inflation to account for
increases in cost of living as illustrated in the appendix.
The above statements by lawmakers suggest that minimum-wage legislation
depends on state-specific sociopolitical and economic factors such as political attitudes
towards minimum-wage increases, economic conditions and cost of living changes. The
key underlying assumption for causal interpretation of our fixed-effects and firstdifferences estimates is that these sociopolitical factors are time invariant and captured
through city fixed effects and any secular trends in cost of living changes are captured
through time fixed effects. In this regard, the large sample justification for using the
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fixed-effects estimator relies on N

∞ not T and if the panel contains observations for a

small number of years it is unlikely that unobserved city and state characteristics will
change significantly during this period. However, given the length and frequency of our
panel (quarterly data from 1993-2012), it may very well be that instances of unobserved
state-specific time-varying economic shocks to costs of living such as shocks to food
prices are influencing state legislatures to periodically raise minimum wages. This
consequently results in minimum-wage increases being endogenous and correlated with
the error term. Our above fixed-effects estimates in Table 6 will then have an upwards
endogeniety bias as they include fast-food price increases attributable to time-varying
shocks to food prices.
We can expect three symptoms of endogeniety bias in our estimates if
endogeniety is a serious concern in our analysis. First, we can expect fast food prices to
be initially increasing in states that raise their minimum wages due to cost of living
increases. Specifically, we expect those cities where minimum-wage legislation has not
been passed in quarter t but are enacted in the next quarter (i.e. quarter t+1) to experience
rising fast food prices in quarter t. This will be a strong indication of upwards
endogeniety bias as our fixed-effects estimates in Table 6 are attributing all fast-food
price increases to minimum-wage increases when that is not the case.41 We test for this
symptom of endogeniety in section 4.5. Second, we can expect the costs of living
increases that are driving the fast food prices in the quarter before the minimum-wage
increase in a given city to also drive fast food prices in quarter after the minimum-wage
increase in that city. Such price increases would show up as lagged price effects of
41

The implicit assumption here is that fast food establishments are not increasing their prices in
anticipation of minimum-wage increases. This is a relatively weak assumption as we find evidence of
lagged price effects in section 4.4 when there should be none in the presence of strong anticipation effects.
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minimum-wage increases and would be consistent with the narrative of endogeniety bias
in our fixed-effects estimates in Table 6. We test for this in section 4.4. Third, we can
expect minimum-wage increases to be correlated with other food prices and even certain
service prices that are generally included in the cost-of-living index. This will be a strong
indication that time-varying shocks to costs of living that are correlated with minimumwage increases are contributing to our fixed-effects estimates in Table 6 resulting in
endogeniety bias. We test for this symptom of endogeniety in section 4.6.

4.4. Lagged Wages
One indication of endogeniety bias in our panel estimates would be finding lagged price
effects of minimum wage increases as well as a positive effect of future wage hikes on
current Hamburger prices. To test this assertion, we first include a lagged explanatory
variable for minimum wage in Equation II. As illustrated in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 8,
we find evidence that Hamburger prices increase by 0.07% for every 1% increase in the
minimum wage in the quarter after the minimum-wage increase. The contemporaneous
coefficient in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 8 is smaller than our earlier estimates, which
suggests that our fixed-effects estimates in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 6 are potentially
driven by medium/long-run relationships between prices and minimum wages.42 In the
next section, we determine whether there is a positive effect of future wage hikes on
current Hamburger prices by including a lead explanatory variable for minimum wage in
Equation II. If we find this to be the case then both lagged and lead price effects of
minimum-wage increases can be considered as symptoms of potential endogeniety bias in

42

In another specification we include a three-quarter lagged explanatory variable for minimum wage in
Equation II and still find lagged price effects of minimum-wage increases. This result is consistent with the
narrative of endogeniety bias in our fixed-effects estimates whereby it is the unobserved cost of living
increases that are driving minimum-wage increases and fast-food prices.
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our panel estimates for Hamburgers in Table 6. On the other hand, if we do not find any
effects of future wage hikes on current prices then it will strengthen the case for
medium/long-run relationships between prices and minimum wages and would also
explain why we find markedly different magnitudes and statistical significance for our
first-difference and fixed-effect estimates.

Table 8: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Minimum-wage Changes (with lag t-1) on Fast-food
Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
(1)

Log Quarterly Prices
(McDonald’s Hamburger)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

Log wage
(t)

0.248*
(0.142)

0.232
(0.155)

0.256* 0..246
(0.151) (0.162)

Log wage
(t-1)

-0.122
(0.175)

-0.124
(0.181)

-0.082 -0.092
(0.183) (0.189)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Time FE

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

U.S. Inflation N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

2

Adjusted R 0.57
Sample Size 13337

0.58
17741

0.58
13337

0.59
17741

0.073* 0.046
(0.038) (0.038)

Log Quarterly Prices
(Kentucky Fried Chicken)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

0.119 0.141 0.128 0.155 -0.001 0.012 -0.101 -0.102
(0.161) (0.171) (0.170) (0.178) (0.053) (0.045) (0.134) (0.146)

0.068** 0.074** -0.147 -0.151 -0.111 -0.120 -0.011 -0.005 0.161
(0.032) (0.033) (0.175) (0.177) (0.186) (0.188) (0.059) (0.050) (0.167)

0.84
13337

0.84
17741

(14)

0.42
13337

Y

Log Quarterly Prices
(Pizza Hut Pizza)
(15)
(16)
(17)
-0.108 -0.116
(0.145) (0.154)

0.161
0.124
(0.172) (0.177)

0.131
(0.179)

(18)

0.019
0.025
(0.037) (0.034)
0.021
(0.023)

0.016
(0.021)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

0.72
0.72
0.30
13337 17741 13337

0.31
17741

0.33
13337

0.34
17741

0.77
13337

0.77
17741

0.43
0.44 0.45
17741 13337 17741

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

4.5. Lead Wages
We next determine whether there is a positive effect of future wage hikes on current
Hamburger prices. For example, those cities where minimum-wage legislation has not
been passed in quarter t but are enacted in the next quarter (i.e. quarter t+1) may already
be experiencing rising fast-food prices in quarter t. If we find this to be the case then our
fixed-effects estimates will have upwards endogeniety bias as they are attributing all of
fast-food price increases to minimum-wage increases when that is not the case. To test
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this assertion, we include a lead explanatory variable for minimum wage in Equation II.
As illustrated in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 9, we find evidence that Hamburger prices
increase by 0.05-0.06% for every 1% increase in the minimum wage in the quarter before
the minimum-wage increase. The contemporaneous coefficient is smaller than our earlier
estimates in Table 6. We find even larger effects in other specifications with the
estimated contemporaneous effects virtually disappearing. The estimates for Chicken and
Pizza are statistically insignificant for all panel specifications as is the case with these
estimates in our earlier specifications in Table 6. Altogether our results in section 4.4 and
4.5 suggest strong evidence of endogeniety bias in our panel estimates for Hamburgers in
Table 6.43

Table 9: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Minimum-wage Changes (with lead t+1) on Fastfood Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
Log Quarterly Prices
(McDonald’s Hamburger)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
Log wage
(t)

-0.066
(0.055)

-0.047
(0.053)

Log wage
(t+1)

0.223** 0.179*
(0.097) (0.101)

(13)

(14)

0.088 0.089
0.077** 0.064** -0.118 -0.081 0.025 0.047 -0.013 0.007 0.059
(0.073) (0.068) (0.032) (0.026) (0.070) (0.068) (0.084) (0.081) (0.056) (0.049) (0.051)

0.048
(0.051)

0.077 0.050
(0.104) (0.106)

(5)

(6)

Log Quarterly Prices
(Kentucky Fried Chicken)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

0.060** 0.053** 0.121 0.088 -0.015 -0.033 0.006 -0.001 -0.011 0.009
(0.029) (0.027) (0.094) (0.095) (0.103) (0.104) (0.032) (0.030) (0.085) (0.087)

Log Quarterly Prices
(Pizza Hut Pizza)
(15)
(16)
(17)
-0.082 -0.079
(0.067) (0.065)

0.008
(0.038)

0.123 0.129
(0.086) (0.088)

(18)
0.012
(0.031)

0.037 0.036
(0.041) (0.037)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Time FE

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

U.S. Inflation N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

0.59
13337

0.59
17741

0.84
13337

0.84
17741

0.42
13337

0.29
17741

0.34
13337

0.35
17741

0.77
13337

0.76
17741

2

Adjusted R 0.56
Sample Size 13337

0.57
17741

0.43
0.45 0.46
0.72
0.72 0.29
17741 13337 17741 13337 17741 13337

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%
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In another specification we include a four-quarter lead explanatory variable for minimum wage in
Equation II and still find lead price effects of minimum-wage increases. This result is consistent with the
narrative of endogeniety bias in our fixed-effects estimates whereby it is the unobserved cost of living
increases that are driving minimum-wage increases and fast-food prices.
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In another specification we determine whether future federal minimum-wage
hikes are partly driving the large price effects in Hamburger and Chicken estimates in
Table 7. We do this by estimating equation II with only federal minimum wages for those
20 states where the effective minimum-wage is also the federal minimum-wage rate from
1993-2012 and by including a lead explanatory variable for federal minimum wages. As
illustrated in Table 10, we find large price effects of future federal minimum-wage hikes
on current prices for Hamburgers, Chicken and Pizza. Given these large panel estimates
and infrequency of federal minimum-wage hikes, we expect to find positive effects of
future federal minimum-wage hikes in quarter t+2 for food prices in quarter t. We
determine this by estimating equation II with only federal minimum wages for those 20
states where the effective minimum-wage is also the federal minimum-wage rate from
1993-2012 and by including lead explanatory variables for federal minimum wages. We
find large price effects of future federal minimum-wage changes in quarter t+2 on current
prices. This result confirms strong evidence of endogeniety bias in our panel estimates for
federal minimum-wage changes in Table 7.

Table 10: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Federal Minimum-wage Changes (with lead t+1)
on Fast-food Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
McDonald’s Hamburger
1
2

Log Quarterly Food Prices
Kentucky Fried Chicken
3
4

Pizza Hut Pizza
5
6

Log wage
(t)

-0.085*
(0.061)

-0.013
(0.059)

-0.219***
(0.048)

-0.165***
(0.047)

-0.038
(0.035)

Log wage
(t+1)

0.748***
(0.068)

0.699***
(0.077)

0.714***
(0.037)

0.677***
(0.033)

-0.439*** -0.431***
(0.075)
(0.059)

City FE
Season FE
Year FE
Time FE
Adjusted R2
Sample Size

-0.057
(0.034)

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

0.56
6156

0.57
7980

0.44
6156

0.45
7980

0.29
6156

0.30
7980

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%
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Table 11: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Federal Minimum-wage Changes (with leads t+1
and t+2) on Fast-food Restaurant Prices from American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 19932012
McDonald’s Hamburger
1
2

Log Quarterly Food Prices
Kentucky Fried Chicken
3
4

Pizza Hut Pizza
5
6

Log wage
(t)

-0.033
(0.068)

0.015
(0.066)

-0.207***
(0.051)

-0.167***
(0.047)

-0.039
(0.037)

-0.064*
(0.034)

Log wage
(t+1)

0.149**
(0.064)

0.094
(0.059)

0.098*
(0.053)

0.082*
(0.043)

0.046
(0.063)

0.056
(0.052)

Log wage
(t+2)

1.197***
(0.089)

1.229***
(0.095)

1.245***
(0.091)

1.234***
(0.086)

-1.01*** -0.994***
(0.096)
(0.088)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Time FE

N

N

N

N

N

N

0.44
5337

0.53
6733

0.43
5337

0.44
6733

0.30
5337

0.31
6733

Adjusted R2
Sample Size

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

4.6. Falsification Exercise
We also provide a falsification exercise that tests the robustness of our panel estimates
with regards to endogeniety bias. Specifically, if the minimum-wage increases are
correlated with unobserved economic factors such as cost of living, we expect the wage
hikes to be correlated with other food prices and even certain service prices that are
generally included in the cost of living index. In essence, we expect to find economically
meaningful impact of wage hikes on other food and service prices when there should be
none.44 The panel estimates given below in Table 12 and Table 13 tests this hypothesis
using ACCRA data for several food and service prices.

44

ACCRA instructs its price report participants to collect grocery prices from chain supermarkets (ACCRA
Manual, 2012). Given that chain supermarkets employ a very small percentage of minimum-wage workers,
we do not expect minimum-wage increases to impact grocery prices (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012).
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Table 12: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Minimum-wage Changes on Food Prices from
American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
Log Quarterly Food Prices
beef
1
Log wage
(t)

Uncut chicken
3
4

2

0.067
(0.088)

0.087
(0.084)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

-

-

Year FE

-

Time FE
U.S. Inflation
Adjusted R2
Sample Size

cheese
5

0.047
0.094*
(0.045) (0.049)

potatoes
7
8

6

0.203** 0.202*** 0.008 -0.006
(0.085) (0.071)
(0.076) (0.074)

bread
9

10

0.067
(0.087)

0.081
(0.082)

11

steak
12

cereal

0.030 0.050
(0.048) (0.046)

eggs

13

14

0.098
(0.108)

0.151
(0.106)

15

16

0.177** 0.237***
(0.085) (0.078)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0.31
15527

0.31
21633

0.19
15527

0.21
21633

0.74
0.74
15527 21633

0.45
15527

0.46
21633

0.60
15527

0.61
21633

0.75
15527

0.75
21633

0.47
0.48
15527 21633

0.56
15527

0.55
21633

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

Table 13: Panel Estimates of the Impact of Minimum-wage Changes on Service Prices from
American Chamber of Commerce Price Data 1993-2012
Log Quarterly Service Prices
dentist
1
Log wage
(t)

-0.065
(0.079)

doctor

phone

haircut

2

3

4

5

6

-0.064
(0.069)

-0.069
(0.079)

-0.075
(0.064)

0.071
(0.106)

0.080
(0.097)

7

movies
8

9

-0.110***-0.073*
(0.042) (0.042)

10

-0.005
(0.028)

0.013
(0.027)

11

bowling
12

0.088** 0.059
(0.042) (0.039)

City FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season FE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Year FE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Time FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U.S. Inflation

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0.44
21633

0.85
15527

0.85
21633

0.88
21633

0.56
15527

0.56
21633

0.69
15527

0.67
21633

0.57
15527

0.57
21633

Adjusted R2
Sample Size

0.41
15527

0.88
15527

Each column represents a separate regression (Even numbered regressions from full dataset and Odd numbered from frequent cities dataset)
Robust Standard errors in parenthesis (Clustered by State)
*significant at 10% **significant at 5% ***significant at 1%

We find evidence of a statistically significant price effect for three food products
(cheese, eggs and chicken). Furthermore, with the exception of one regression coefficient
for potatoes, coefficients for all food products are positive which means we can reject the
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null hypothesis of no price-effect for food products. We also find statistically significant
price effect for one service product. However, seven out of twelve coefficients for service
products are negative and two are statistically significant (haircut), which suggests that
the null hypothesis of no price-effect cannot be rejected conclusively in the case of
service products. We therefore, cannot use our results for service products to draw similar
conclusion about endogeniety bias as we can for our food products.
One solution to circumventing the above endogeniety problem is by using an
instrumental variable approach. A valid instrument in this case needs to have a highdegree of correlation with minimum-wage increases but must not be correlated with fast
food prices and the error term. This would consequently allow us to undertake a 2SLS
procedure that is likely to give us consistent estimates due to the large size of our panel.
Unfortunately, finding a valid instrument is quite difficult because socioeconomic and
political factors that may be correlated with minimum-wage increases are also correlated
with costs of living including fast food prices. For example, Republican-controlled state
legislatures may be less likely to institute minimum-wage increases in comparison to
state legislatures controlled by the Democratic Party. In light of this, we could utilize a
given political party’s control of state legislature to instrument for minimum-wage
increases. However, this instrument may also be correlated with costs of living as high
costs of living in a given state can result in the incumbent party losing control of the state
legislature the following election.
Price responses to minimum-wage increases may also be influenced by the level of
discretion franchised outlets have in setting prices. According to Ater and Rigbi (2007),
McDonald’s does not insist on setting maximum prices for meal items in franchised
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outlets. However, they find evidence that price differences between corporate-owned and
franchised Mcdonald’s outlets decreased significantly from 12.5% to 3% following the
introduction of McDonald’s Dollar Menu. They also find evidence that the decrease in
price differences only happens for products with good substitutes on the Dollar Menu
such as the Big-Mac meal, Quarter Pounder and Double Quarter Pounder meals. This
leads them to conclude that the Dollar Menu is being used by the McDonald’s
Corporation to bring uniformity in prices across corporate-owned and franchised outlets.
In light of this, we can expect a reduced price pass-through for Hamburgers (McDonald’s
Quarter Pounders) following the introduction of McDonald’s Dollar Menu and in the
aftermath of minimum-wage increases. This would then be consistent with our finding
that the comparatively bigger panel estimates for Hamburgers in table 6 are being driven
by endogeniety bias.

5. Conclusion
This paper builds on the empirical models of Aaronson (2001) and Card and Krueger
(1995), rectifies the limitations imposed by their datasets and attempts to determine
whether the latest data corroborates or contradicts their findings on price effects of
minimum-wage hikes. Using fixed-effects specifications, we find evidence that
minimum-wage increases are associated with statistically significant increases in fastfood prices. However, unlike Card and Krueger (1995) and Aaronson (2001), we find
strong evidence that minimum-wage legislations cannot be treated as exogenous events
and are inherently correlated with the error term. This leads us to conclude that our
preferred panel estimates are being driven by endogeniety bias and that price pass-
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through may be much smaller than estimated in earlier empirical literature on the subject.
The true extent of the fast food price pass-through from minimum-wage hikes however,
may be quite difficult to determine as it depends on many factors such as degree of
market competition, capital-labor input ratios, and even spillover effects on wage
distribution. For example, there may be spillover effects on wage distributions above the
new minimum-wage and it is quite possible that firms may be shifting the majority of
minimum-wage costs to other workers in the fast-food industry as opposed to the
consumers through reduced hiring of new employees (Meer and West, 2012). The timing
of minimum-wage If these increased minimum-wage labor costs are indeed passed onto
other workers in the fast-food industry, the true fast-food price pass-through may well be
significantly lower than the estimates in empirical literature.
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Appendix A. Federal Minimum-wage Rates (%change is estimated as logdifference)45
States

Type
..

Alaska

% Change
(October 1,
1996)
0

Type
..

3

% Change
(September 1,
1997)
10

Type
...

1

% Change
(July 24,
2007)
0

Type

3

% Change
(July 24,
2008)
0

Alabama
Arizona

Type

3

% Change
(July 24,
2009)
1.3

11.1

1

11.1

1

8.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

0

3

11.3

1

10.2

1

0

3

0

3

Arkansas

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

4.6

2

10.2

1

California
Colorado

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

Connecticut

11.1
11.1

1

8.1

4

7.6

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

4

0

3

0

3

0

3

Delaware

2.1

2

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

1.3

2

2

Florida

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0.5

2

Georgia

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Hawaii

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

Idaho

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Illinois

11.1

1

8.1

1

14.3

4

3.2

4

3.2

4

Indiana

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Iowa

2.1

2

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

Kansas

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Kentucky

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Louisiana

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Maine

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

Maryland

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

6.3

2

10.2

1

Massachusetts

11.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

Michigan

11.1

1

8.1

1

2.8

2

3.4

2

0

3

Minnesota

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

6.3

2

10.2

1

Mississippi

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Missouri

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

2.7

2

Montana

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

4.6

2

4.9

2

Nebraska

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Nevada

11.1

1

8.1

1

17.7

4

10.8

2

5.6

2

New Hampshire

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

11.1

1

8.1

1

New Jersey

0

3

1.9

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

New Mexico

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

0.7

2

0

3

New York

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

1.3

2

North Carolina

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

6.3

2

10.2

1

North Dakota

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Ohio

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

45

Type 1- Full effect, Type 2- Intermediate effect, Type 3- No Change, Type 4- Pegged
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Oklahoma

11.1

1

Oregon

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

0

Pennsylvania

11.1

Rhode Island

10.2

1

3

0

1

8.1

3

0

3

0

1

13.5

4

0

3

0

3

3

1.3

2

6.5

2

8.1

1

0

3

0

3

0

3

South Carolina

11.1

South Dakota

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Tennessee

11.1

1

8.1

1

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Texas

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Utah

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

11.1

1

8.1

1

Vermont

0

3

2.9

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

Virginia

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Washington

0

3

4.9

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

West Virginia

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1

Wisconsin

11.1

1

8.1

1

0

3

0.7

2

10.2

1

Wyoming

11.1

1

8.1

1

12.7

1

11.3

1

10.2

1
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Appendix B: Minimum-wage Rate, %Increase in Minimum Wage, Minimum-wage Enactment Date
States

1994

1995

Alaska

1996
$5.25
↑10%
(10/1)

1997
$5.65
↑7%
(9/1)

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003
$7.15
↑23.5%
(1/1)

2004

2005

2006

Arizona

2007

2008

$6.75
↑27.1%
(1/1)--

$6.9
↑2.2%
(1/1)--

$7.50
↑10.5%
(1/1)--

$8.00
↑6.5%
(1/1)--

$6.85
↑28.5%
(1/1)-$7.65
↑3.3%
(1/1)-$6.65
↑8.1%
(1/1)-$6.67
↑4.2%
(1/1)-$7.25
↑7.4%
(1/1)$7.5
↑15.3%
(8/1)
$7.15
↑38%
(4/1)-$7
↑3.6%
(10/1)-

$7.02
↑2.5%
(1/1)--

$7.5
↑11.1%
(1/1)--

$8.0
↑6.4%
(1/1)--

2009

2010
$7.75
6.8%
(1/1)

$7.25
↑4.9%
(1/1)--

2011

2012

5
$7.35
↑1.3%
(1/1)

$7.65
↑4.0%
(1/1)

$6.25
↑19.3%
(10/1)--

Arkansas
$5
↑5.1%
(3/1)-

$5.75
↑11%
(3/1)-

$6.25
↑8.3%
(1/1)-

$6.75
↑7.6%
(1/1)-

Total

5

1

7

California
$5.15
↑3%
(9/1)
Colorado
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Connecticut

Delaware

$4.65
↑9.4%
(1/1)

4.77
↑11.7%
(10/1)
$4.75
↑2.1%
(10/1)

5.18
↑8.5%
(9/1)
$5
↑5.25%
(1/1)

$5.65
↑9.2%
(1/1)$5.65
↑9.7%
(5/1)-

$6.15
↑8.8%
(1/1)$6.15
↑8.8%
(10/1)-

$6.4
↑4%
(1/1)-

$6.7
↑4.6%
(1/1)-

$6.9
↑2.9%
(1/1)-

$7.1
↑2.8%
(1/1)--

$7.4
↑4.2%
(1/1)--

$6.15
↑19.4%
(5/1)--

Florida
$5.75
↑9.5%
(1/1)

Hawaii

$6.25
↑8.6%
(1/1)

Illinois

$5.5
↑6.7%
(1/1)--

$6.5
↑18.8%
(1/1)--

$6.35
↑1.5%
(10/1)

$6.5
↑2.3%
(10/1)

$6.4
↑4.1%
(1/1)$6.75
↑8%
(1/1)-

Iowa
$5.75
↑11%
(1/1)

Maine

$6.25
↑8.3%
(1/1)

$4.75
↑11.7%
(1/1)

$5.25
↑10.5%
(1/1)

$6
↑14.2%
(1/1)-

$6.75
↑12.5%
(1/1)-

134

$7.24
↓.54%
(1/1)
$8.25
3.1%
(1/1)

$7.36
↑1.51%
(1/1)

$7.64
↑3.8%
(1/1)

6

12

7
$7.21
↑6.0%
(1/1)--

$7.67
↑5.7%
(1/1)

6

4
$7.75
↑3.3%
(7/1)
$7.25
↑1.3%
(1/1)-$7.25
↑3.5%
(10/1)

$6.15
↑19.4%
(3/1)--

Maryland

Massachusett
s

$6.75
↑3.8%
(10/1)-

$7.15
↑7.5%
(1/1)-$6.79
↑1.7%
(1/1)--

$7.28
↑3.6%
(1/1)-$8.00
↑4.5%
(1/1)--

$8
↑3.2%
(7/1)

$8.25
↑3.1%
(7/1)

6

2
$7.5
3.4%
(10/1)

8

1
6

States

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Michigan

2006
$6.95
↑29.9%
(10/1)--

2007
$7.15
↑2.8%
(7/1)--

2008
$7.4
↑3.4%
(7/1)--

2009

$6.5
↑26%
(1/1)-$6.15
↑19.4%
(1/1)-$6.15
↑17.7%
(1/1)

$6.65
↑2.3%
(1/1)-$6.25
↑1.6%
(1/1)-$6.85
↑10.7%
(7/1)--

$7.05
↑5.8%
(1/1)-$6.9
↑5.2%
(1/1)-$7.55
↑10.2%
(7/1)

$6.5
↑10.5%
(1/1)--

$7.5
↑13.5%
(1/1)--

2010

2011

2012

3

$6.15
↑17.7%
(8/1)--

Minnesota

1

Missouri

Montana

3
$7.35
↑1.3%
(1/1)

$7.65
↑4.0%
(1/1)

$8.25
↑9.2%
(7/1)

5

5

Nevada
$6.33
↑2.8%
(7/1)
New Jersey

135

$6.15
↑17.7%
(10/1)-

$7.15
↑15.1%
(10/1)-

2

New Mexico
$6
↑16.5%
(1/1)--

New York

$6.75
↑12.5%
(1/1)--

North Carolina

Ohio

Oregon

$5.5
↑15.7%
(1/1)

$6
↑9%
(1/1)

$6.5
↑8.3%
(1/1)

$6.9
↑6.15%
(1/1)

$7.05
↑2.1%
(1/1)-

$7.25
↑2.8%
(1/1)-

$7.5
↑3.4%
(1/1)-

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

5.15
↑8.4%
(1/1)

$5.65
↑9.7%
(7/1)

$6.15
↑8.8%
(9/1)

$6.75
↑9.7%
(1/1)

135

$7.1
↑5.1%
(3/1)

$7.15
↑5.9%
(1/1)-$6.15
↑17.7%
(1/1)-$6.85
↑28.5%
(1/1)-$7.8
↑4%
(1/1)$6.25
↑19.3%
(1/1)
$7.15
↑13.5%
(7/1)-$7.4
↑4.1%
(1/1)

2

3

1
$7.00
↑2.2%
(1/1)-$7.95
↑1.9%
(1/1)-

$7.3
↑4.2%
(1/1)-$8.4
↑5.5%
(1/1)-

$7.4
↑2.0%
(1/1)
$8.5
↑1.1%
(1/1)

$7.7
↑4.0%
(1/1)
$8.8
↑3.5%
(1/1)

5

12

2

6

States

1994

1995
$4.5
↑5.8%
(1/1)

1996
$4.75
↑5.5%
(1/1)

1997
$5
↑5.2%
(1/1)

1998

1999
$5.75
↑11.6%
(10/1)-

2000

2001
$6.25
↑8.6%
(1/1)

2002

2003

2004
$6.75
↑8%
(1/1)--

2005
$7
↑3.7%
(1/1)--

2006
$7.25
↑3.5%
(1/1)--

2007
$7.53
↑3.8%
(1/1)--

2008
$7.68
↑1.9%
(1/1)--

2009
$8.06
↑4.8%
(1/1)--

$5.15
↑3%
(7/1)

Vermont

2010

2011

2012
15

$8.15
↑1.1%
(1/1)

$8.46
↑3.8%
(1/1)

$8.67
↑1.4%
(1/1)

$9.04
↑4.2%
(1/1)

$5.25
↑1.9%
(9/1)
Washington

$4.9
↑15.2
%
(1/1)

$5.7
↑10.6%
(1/1)-

$6.5
↑14%
(1/1)-

$6.72
↑3.3%
(1/1)-

$6.9
↑2.6%
(1/1)-

$7.01
↑1.5%
(1/1)-

Wisconsin
West Virginia

136

New
Hampshire

136

$7.16
↑2.1%
(1/1)--

$7.35
↑2.6%
(1/1)--

$7.63
↑3.8%
(1/1)--

$5.7
↑10.6%
(6/1)--

$6.50
↑14%
(6/1)-$5.85
↑13.5%
(7/1)

$7.93
↑3.9%
(1/1)--

$8.07
↑1.7%
(1/1)--

$8.55
↑5.7%
(1/1)--

14

2
$6.55
↑11.9%
(7/1)
6.5
↑11.1%
(9/1)

$7.25
↑10.6
(7/1)
7.25
↑11.5%
(8/1)

3

2
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